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heated debate pre.1 lengttiy.
.a.-ted Student Council’s Wtedriessa decision to dunk sinking class
-ceinments after June 7.
Although council definitely ad. eates an alternate plan to rethe class structures, the tug hinged on whether or not it WaS
tontrary to past council action to
abolish class governments without
at immediate proposal to replace

find a cure to sieve class governments," Pisano said.
Senior Representative Al lien flinger echoed
general council
feeling that abolition would institute immediate action.
Favoring the abolition. Era
Rasmussen, sophomore represent,.
tive, said, "Class government,
have been deadwood for 18 years
and should be abolished."
Following Wednesday’s meeting.
Steve Larson, council chairman.
told Spartan Daily that ideas font,
any interested students concerninc
alternate plans to replace the abolished class structures should i’s’
submitted to any council member
at the College Union.
One such plan- -which calls far
the formation of two committees
composed of the two lower and
two upper Masses was presented
at last week’s meeting. No action
has been taken.
Another plan, now in formation
by Rod Diridom chief opposer to
the abolition, is expected to le
presented at next week’s meeting

the vacancy.
Graduate Representatives Rod
Eandon and Pete Briggs said that
it was not in accordance with
prior council actions to repeal a
by-law without a plan to replace
it. They suggested a two week
postponement of action so possibie
plans could be considered.
Most council members empha..aal, however, that a postponewould only prolong the de.ce and if the structures were
abolished immediately, work on
passible alternate plans could he
started.
ASP Pres. INT Hauck said if
governments were abolished, Student Council could then consider
a plan to replace the "vacuum."
"We’re going to build on a completely new foundation and don’t
need the present structures," he
said.

ASB Council
Budgets,
El
ection Dates

The appened abolition pro- 01(5
tarsal, which repeals Article I and
It of the ASH By-laws does not
go into effevt until June 7.
Rob Werra ASH executive
did not condone inunediara
abolition action becau.se "if you
(Student Conned don’t have an
alternate plan, you’re’ cutting yourself off from the people," he said.;
.11.1AiOr RePTesentative Bill Holly
said that class governments have
been "cluttered and meaningless" I
sinee 1919. "Let’s wipe the slate
dean and find another plan." he
said.
Pat Butler. senior representame. said that the abolition will
bey ’’eta’ set ion to be taken.
Sophomiire Bob Pisan() described
class imorrnment as a dying patient with an incurable disease.
"Let’s get rid of that dtseitse and
----rtIal.Y.
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Although ctincerned with the
proposal to abolish Mass gmernmerits, ASH Student. Council also
ronxidered budget and election issues, at Wednesday’s meeting.
Your 1963-94 ASH budgets we’’
presented by ASH Treasurer Jim
Sparline and approved by council
Budgets included Election Board
$140; Executive Connell. esti ’Pa,
Legislative Council. $1 X0; -,
dent Activities Board S’75
Election dates for 104134414 AsB
officers and couneilmen were set
for April 23 and 24.
Seven hundred dollars was al bleated for an insurance fund
which rovers all students portal paling in ASB-sponsored activities.
A $1,000 request from pep band.
for Si) sweaters and ties to serve
as the organization’s uniform. was
referred to Finance Committee for
Questions
further investigatii 0I1
arose ermeeining the indivdual 520
sweater cost and the number of
sweaters requested
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’,OH: This is the last 41
c :let on the SJS Young
aid the effects of conon Ike GOP and college

By S(TITT MOORE
A modern ersliegiate "in" set is
’opting a neve. conservative
im’,,,!
e the liberalism that
’.Ie for parents and
‘.’1‘1111.4 ago,
r.’ alege eampuses ate
, hew phenomenon is
the radieal left.
if,
ini radiral right, and he’s
Int fire in his
eyes to replace. the
"9111a flirkering in the eyes
of
the traditional
millege loft -winger.
You take vraters
who are 30 or
Wuiler, says
Robert Lindsey, form R,\ pees:dent:
they have been
, .exPnged,
Is’ two mndern adminis‘9919
Truman and Eisenhower.
NaeRVATIVE .aPPROVAL
"They are (braising as
little hit
Store
eenseraitive approach." ho
SYS to fiscal
and domestic

"I regret this," says Chargin.
"to me it’s strange, but I rather
think it’s true.
"More and more young people
seem to be tending toward a conservative approach in state and
national problems." he says.
Chargin "laments this" because
he doesn’t think it "bodes well for
the future of the eountry."
EXPANDING SITI-ATIf)N
"We are in an expanding situation." lie declares, "and eonservatism cannot meet the problem of
growth expansion."
On the other hand, YR ViceI Pres. Rill Pollacek montends, "After 30 years of liberalism, people
are miming over to ennservatisni."They are fed up with the liberal
policies of all presidents from
Roosevelt to Kennedy,- he adds.
RIGITT WING GAIN
Jesse Torres, Demneratie Club
president, says this in Is "narrow
and bigoted" argument.
Torres does, however, see the
right wing gaining on clunlnifies,
"but this doesn’t mean all of three’
votes will go to a GOP candidate,"1
e says.
"In foreign affairs eolleee students are more liberal, but in domestic views many times students
follow it one -party press." he ex -

Prhard (le
-en a yr( member
’47i that
"Nl hether
they know it
not. the large
majority of Stu and the general nuldie low.*
Ni’51.5 OOt is,’
phi leaariphy."
f’olicve students are
becoming
ci.nsetvative." agrees Ron
1,-1141,1 VI’
president,
tRAIttuaaas raeloolaseralENT
lams
s view receives the en’CONSERVATIVE pusr.
1.nolnollt of John
M Chtlegin
Ifs attributes the ennservatave
Pith’ ehaitanan or
the Dernocra fir rise In students who "base their
thttud
Committee.
! philosophy on what they read."

SJS Administrator, Profs
Oppose Rafferty Charges

CHICKS GALORE

,noold
a,,
By 101.aat. .11 101.1.
It good. ’,it-Ia.-Monet capprofessor. II he is a gra-al teacher! italism,’ I’m afraid "liege economStaff Political Writer
aornevzhat
Dr Max ftatterty’s eharges that he will attempt to help students ics faculties ,A’01.11,1
there is an "imbalance teethe left" see the full spectrutn" explained thin," replied Dr Lassen.
in the ’makeup of some college’ Vice President Ihisel
"Old-fashioned capitalism rnieht
IASSPIN AM) POVTRESS
’ tvtilties and his request for an
still tunction in a predominantly
Dr
Andrew
P
Lassen,
head
of
but we are
estigation have met with in agricultural somee.
us’ opposition from S.’S admin- the Eeonornics Departnient. and living in it highly dynamic indusWilliam H. Poyteess. professor 01 trial society today While we are
-ilors and college professors.
I.:. Rafferty, state superintend- economics. did not deny that the still functioning under capitalism.
if public instruction and trus- department is "left of MaJL Raf- it is certainly not old-fashioned,"
. , of the State College Hoard. ferty."
Dr. Lassen explaineat
"Speaking in general terms. I
.,..i he had received letters indiRafferty was referring tat the
cating the imbalance but declined would say that economists tie theories set forth by British (wont,to reveal his evidence or the names more likely to be -left ’if venter’ mists John :Maynard Keynes, who
than ’richt of eenter’.
declared set the tone, for consideratale eeo1,1 schools involved.
Dr. Lassen
DI’SEI. COMMENTS
nomic legislation in the 1930s.
. all rs n- Keynes raseimmended that the
A.Villiam .1. Dust-I, vice presibudeet take the plaee of
dent of SJS, believes that Dr. Raf- rerned
r
-.
ferty has the obligation to be con- while the ’right i,;
a.. .aidget balanced on an annual
a. s
eerned over the rumors of indoetti- likely concerned sa..si a
,nt in lied
I( 4INIIMI(,:
tad "ordinarily we approart," Dr. Lassen
nation .
:eft’
Dr. Rafferto -airl that. if a eolwould expect such an individual to
present whatever evidence he had
is Keynesian etainomies. then I
of ditined to his fellow trustees.
vvould say the typical Economics
-Apparently the trustees were
Department is a little more ’left’
as surprised as the rest of us
tban ’center: since most of us are
,sosians.- declared Poytress,
when the newspaper story on the
also adds.. ta--s people mis’possible philosophical imbalance in
v "equi,.
:-essive eaiustate eolleges’ was issued," convitt
.;,..: philosophy."
tinued Vice President Dusel.
-- that Rafferty
"If we are to lie investigated hy
:11,fre 10 the right
anyone. I would expect him first of
left of center He is an ecnall to identify- for us the position
of ’,inter’ in economic theory and
imie erinservative "
,cience liefore asking ir
INVESTIG.TION1
to ror
’
imbalances.Vice President Dusel said he has
via.,
’
. ! added
no idea if an investieatinn so ill he
-1-; Silitsso, ABILITY
made. "It depends on the nature
lass a:
teaching abilof Dr Rafferty’s evidenee,- he
[3; VAX PAFFERTY
ity, not political affiliation, should
said
left"
to
’,balance
he minsidered when evaluating a
In a joint statement. Assemblyteacher was supported by many leee economies faeulty were eren- men William F. Stanton (13-San
; professors.
fisnaed largely of "Keynesian econo- .losei and Alfred E Alquist ID-San
’Iteeruitment of famdty should mists." it should be balanced with Jose, assailed Dr Ttafferty’s rei be based am seholar.ship ide- "appologists for good. "Id -fashioned quest for investigation The statetormined lay the academic degrees rapitalisni."
ment read
, and publications., teaching ability.
’It is unfortunate that a man
ECONOMICS FACIFLTI"
and classroom observiitiim.- de"If a mllege exionomics favulty in such a responsible position as
clared Dr. lerederie A. Weed. Head %sere III be balaneed with ’apolo- Mr. Raffert sliauld make such an
of the Political Science Departirresponsible statement.
1
ment.
"The question in our minds is
"A person’s rail., sex. meet....
-he would is hi’ the evaluation of
oriein, politics. and religion or,
, teacher’s political label, since
all would be
relevant.- he added. -Wt. 5; ’ ’
get people dedicated to the spin’
lc, the left .4 fir 1:affelity."
of free inquiry,
’The personal bias of a teacher ring drarel lea line with the turbu-

"CHIETTE," baby chick entry for Chi Omega sorority, is held by
Harlene Heller (center). "Chiette," dressed in a sequined can -can
outfit and long fake eyelashes, won the first ribbon in the preDerby Day event Wednesday night at the Sigma Chi house.
Second place went to Delta Zeta, represented by Anne Fisher
and her chick (left), and third place to Genie Laisne (right) with
the Alpha Omicron Pi entry.

Cute Chicks Draw Clucks
At Spring Fashion Show
flock of baby chicks at Siema
’ChiA fraternity house 4Vetineviay
’night showed off their latest staring
lishions and treated the overflow
Is an array of clothes.
-olors and clerks.
-Chiette," a youngster representing Chi Omega sorority, stole
the show with her sequined cancan outfit anti her long fake eye.

Frosh Campers

Need Counselors
search for 40 men and .10
will start Monday when
applications fin- next fall’s Freshman Camp counselor candidates
will las issued in the College
tnion
A

Deadline for filing applications.
with a pasture of the eand a late
attached, is Monday. Mareh 25.
Qualifieations requice all candidates to have a grade Point
Image of 2.25 and be able to attend four Thursday night training
sessions to be held in April and
May.
Interviews to choose the final
sminselors will be hi;-, March 27.
t’t 29. and 31.

lashes as she fluttered her way
to the judges’ hearts. She gained
In points in the first pre-Derby
Day event preeedina next weekend’s day of activities.
Although "Chiette" captured the
first ribbon. clucks also were heard
from the Delta Zeta chick, which
placed second; the Alpha Omicron
Pi entry. third: the Alpha Chi
arega representative, fourth: and
she Kappa Kappa Gamma (thick,
fifth.
Also presented at the fashion
show was a mystery men’s living
group from "Suburbia. It.S.A.."
which will be in attendane, on
Derby Itay hot will participate as
unaftiliated contestants in the
levents.

Long, Hot Summer
.,.,,..,,, ,,,.:,...,,,,,
To Roll Tonight

lb.bwe the play day, Saturday.
March 23, two pre -Derby Day
I.V..nts will alloy: the won-no-n
to
earn more points toward litre,
perpetual trophies. Both cont,-.’,
will he held between Werth,
and Friday. Mareh 20-22.
Each member of Sigma Chi tea. tinnily will lac wearing a derby
with it ticket in the hatband for
I the Derby Ticket Steal. Women
from the sitrorities and dorms
must tap the derlay %soarer on the
shoulder. and he will give lel the
ticket. Tickets will be exchanged
tor points Friday at the house.

Weekend Co-Rec
Meets Tomorrow

,

D r. Brantz
. Th ,. fwi. . , . :.:....... :, :. To Discuss
N ew Europe,
lent relat eans bet....’ren a weall Ii.
’ather anil his tax, -issirt,-er, head.1nes the Enday i.
7 30 in Morris D.

leyloall. badminban. croquet, pingprang, shi ifflolo aa rs 1, SWiIIIMI n,.:. and
tramPoline tomorrow. 12:30-1:30
in the Women’s Gym.
Co-lit.t. is open to both students
;ind familty. Students must firing!
Aszl.

is Imo], ed ir ’’
it arson Vi II
const ant inn erplay of em. at
1
sot In his frustrated daughter
arms. \’,..lward, and a sycaking
son ,Antheno. Erancinsat
1 i oasarge Bram/. Proleasor of
Admission cost a 25 cents ;ind
.
.
history, political science and Mai- eat ion. will analyze the changing
’forces emerging in the "new FaiThe other event is the Derr
rope: on ’ Perspect is e." It amorrow
Hustle in which women will taro,
morning at 10.3n on KNTV. ChanDI’. 1"IV(11.11(! A.A.eed, head ol the their Levis to the Siana
’
nel 11
political science department. ques- house and have the Greek lett, .
Ile will discuss the disintegrations the entire idea of a so-called painted on them. A half point will
’ ticm of NiTo and prospects of Eli"comet va t rve rise."
be given for each painted fe
ropean union in the. flees’ 01
lie does see "an increase in the with a maximum of 25 te !
France’s position
it
: 1:
articulation of the right wing." but ’awarded to each living center
ailel inDr. Brunt/ plans to trace the
says a lot of it is "outside inMate. Cratinty would Isure increasine enrollments at STS
Also on Friday the Frank Da-’ -lege in
ilmelopment of I’S. leadership in
Inti
!mmediatc
upon,
have
effect
for
next
set
era
I
y.ears.
spired."
the
Hop,
Resetord
Ktin’. channel
rien
Europe and her need for economic
Academic standards also play a
"I never believe or disbelieve II. Will
preview of Derby San Jo" State.
aid from oil’ emintry, lie stilt re-isiSe,i iaffi- sital role
’ribs is It, ties
about campuses getting more con- Day and show clips of last year’s
late the CS ’Big Itrothan- idea.
servative until an actual seientifies Varsity t. Alumni football game
It was stated that the OrlI11;,;11,1- y hieh upholds
need for both
i.
,,.
.5
surVey
in
Dei by
Da y
I Aria.
11r, in nor,
-"anomie and amid ary aid in Eua
’ammitaa
ins
whm,
ILNT11.11 It bib
,.
In.
I\
,
chaimian: Gary Olimpia. house
a,pe by the U.S
"People tend to think impres- president; and other fraternity a 11.,1 ’,liege site in San
Brunt,. same bring out how
was dismssed but not .i;
sionistieally rather than basing members so It I,e,ompany the six
(;reeee and Turkey. via
-.
,
their opinions on scientifically veri- Sweetheart . ss Sliona Chi candi- 1’’’’ it
-.in Ikast rine, proved sue I
stat
Current
;Ity
5sf
/.1’,
5..!
studies
explained
Dr.
Weed.
fiable data,"
dates said
C. Little Sisters
k. "p - rig com.rnunism
III
.1
that the neii . ite:e etauld he 1,,,
Santa Barbara
.
Jun Avery, an act we YR mem-, to I,,- -hots
miles
the 500’.
eonsetviis
o’
7n
.!’1,
believes
that.
enrollment
for $40 fo
her, also
.,,
oast
the
it
lives are becoming stronger s
A elemr tendency- for .
’Th’JkkA.4,740.4.WAkZ0WAGUAAL4T.
San Frac
eontinue enrolling
,rrinizill.st.s,rfa question of radical
tric
Ie.
Berkeley campus us evident.
hanrile
Ilf
ThIS ’,I.; I
Much the same, administiat’There is a thin line lastss,een
1
:WO
.:’port
eranservatives and Birehers " h.,
feel. weed(’ result here if a n..
the- new 1-0114’
0-* ’’
The
!, so., aii
I.
Iasi ramputo were established in S.,’
fr11. tail Is now
says.
offering tetano
BIRCH SOCIET1
,,,phtheriadet- establishment of the San Mateo Mateo County
One college ;orlminist, ca. s ,
influ- (-minty college’,
’The onIN tessort oonservatuves anus eneibined, smallpox
and
Three hills currently are pending the essential question se.
typhoid - paratymbaid
will not itirtm into the Milli SI,Ci- enza,
Pty is that they don’t go along allots today from 1-1 pm in the in the Legislature. Even a favor- "Iloos the eollege serve the is,with Welch nr are afiaid of the, Ilealth Building on presentation ahle financial report, howevci. munity "
of ASH cards
’A college that will he of lit’
might not etiarantee passalie in
bad press.- he says.
Despite changing college pat Eartilty. part -tune students and this session beetitise of the exten- value for iit least five yr;i1., 1. .
tents, nearly all pnlitical leaders employees will loaa (barged :91 sive studies usually re(11111V41 IA’. 1110 serV1‘ nbc eiamintinity.- it as
aeree that the. vast bulk of staters cents for influenza -duos. Payment fono the final establishment of a deelared
all’ decidedly in the wait lea I will he made at the Student Af0011ege,
It alse %vas ;wanted slit th.,
thIS week 5.15 adminis- many TIAW hauldings hems, ineliaim
fairs Business (’St fire. TIII6
Students tinder 21 must have trators said a new eollege in San the ril,W engineering and mittens i ,’
"The whole A1Pli .if a conserva
it. ursine, is A myth- RiAlet signed parental permicsion. Forms Matra, ovoidal not inflnence enroll- Imildinao.. were ennatnicted ovariAti.
112’
C.1,. C.,
William It. Deal, vice-chairman of are available at 1111101, 106 And ment here one Way lw another.
an increased full-time enrollment
l(’ontinsied on Page 2)
They maintained that the cur- of 17,000 in mind,
’201.
Sri Cr cclictiliulls
10c11"

Collegiate ’In’ Set Turns Conservative
’
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Hot Debate Precedes
Council Decision

Time

the ftrat sIS for all
"locht
student.. planning to do thaear
stadent teaching during the fall
seent,ter to pre-regi.ter
through Sim., Is ’lit. all portmpecit". student tt.:0 lier 111A) sign
sip %tette IIr .1leelits I.. Motarl and
%% ilium* It ,pring 1.1)10ri

Few Changes Foreseen
If New College Built

Health Service
Offers Vaccmes
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Dad, Comment
Requiescat in Pace
1.,-- ....,!)11111,111. 1111 the -i k and critical list at SJS ittce
I, .,..1
1,,,..sed ;Issas A eiltiesillay afternoon as Student muted approsed a motion :mole two weeks ago by ASB
Prt,idetit Bill Bawl that clas. gosernment be abolished.
accor.fing to Hauck. class government "served no useful
purpose. appal-said% lie was right. The passing of class gosernment
too
I. The
part,
Mit Ill"
sa- quiet and. for the
had less frienils or follower- Si Ito were at all inter1
ii Is
I in it- -tate of health and chance- for stirsisal.
al

..r.

ht 111.2 .011011 fOr

.111111111011 Of

could -ion it all
up: apatio.
The iitt.oiiiilable truth is that there simply is not that
much interest among the %est majority of SJS students about
the funcioning of class gosernment.
Litfortunately there appear to be far too many persons
who feel that class goternment entails the mere sponsoring of
dances att.! sarious contests that !lase at best a dubious Sallie.
If this is all (-lase gosernment means at sp.:. if this is its
only purpose. then its abolition is unquestionabls justified.
k-iih loins these functons..hooever. apath, was all too
if all one aliiiictings were sparseb at
S’S iii. lit.
st 1.141(.11o..
eleeliOto. got meager response f
lelideil
-mall ,tieedide might hring the entire deploralile situathoi it111 IiIi11 t111’11,
(1111 .41 i!1111 commented to another, "Did sou hear?
.111,1114111i
Iles,I
I
Ilidn’t 1,1-n knoo Asc.% c hail any,- the other answered.
I his. a- nothing. else Can. brings the point home. biomeeliat..1. lusts s t r. tine might be teuipted to claim that iiaterest
was low becatte ii aril:el:1011 and news concerning class government was ,c,i1 cc iii,! difficult Its full’.
in this argument at all. During yeaI here is
both the Spartan Daily- and
terilas’s stiektit iicail sessioii
tiers- cited for their extensive
the ...mom- radio
.1,- id 1.1.1. 1.;.01%triiili111t 111%,- ohat there was of it.
gli we feel t hat Prestilent Hauck and Student Connell
I I
%sere entircla
justified in their looses to end the system of
class gosernoi lit :it ’,is,. a sstelli that obsiously was useless
and meaningless. tie do wish to stress the fact that the
Fituatiim is not .1 good one.
feel that in Malt!. wa."1- it is a step backward for SJS
eta erriment should have been a workshop where
suideut-.
iipts
of democratic and representative governehtssrin
ment eottbi be put to practical use. It should base been a
training ground for future ASH officers. It should have been
an opportunits for those interested in becoming tomorrow’s
political leail.r- to gain invaluable experience. It should have
things and more, but it was none of them.
been all of ileWhat. then. is to be done? Steve Larson, council chairman,
has oigui-ted that interested students offer proposals to any
(:ouncil. Already a class c
moldier 1’
tee system
has }Well introduced into council.
We are happy to note that council declared its action was
not a judument on the worthiness of class governments. It is
mends a realistic look at the political facts of life at SJS. As
a r, -alt of what council naNs, it acted in the only manner
pie-ilile.
Ili

.11

a "tie-word explatiar

Parents’ Liberalism
Spurned by Moderns
,

ontinued from Page 1)

the county Democratic Central
Committee.
’WISHFUL THINKING’
"In view of the trend in Cali
fornia politics over the past dozen years this is purely wishful
thinking." he says.
He adds that the trend in the
legislature is to "liberal macement and legislation."
"The assumption that most of
the American people are conservative is not supported by the
-evidence." declares Dr. Theodore
M. Norton, YR adviser and assistant professor of political science.
’DELUSION SUFFERING’
"Extreme conservatives seem
to suffer from the delusion." he
adds, "that the American people,
If given an opportunity to vote
for avowed conservatives, will do
He doesn’t see a conservative
Upsurge anywhere in the country.
This may be "even doubly
true" in California, where, he
says, "people have shown themselves,- no to be conservative.
LIBERAL IMMIGRANTS
"It is not the nature of a society which is of a largely immigrant population," says Dr. Norton, "to he conservative."
’ Jerry Ducote chairman of the
county YRs maintains, however.
that "the views as expressed by
conservatives is true Republican The view that is taken by most
moderates and liberals is that
which frosh YR member Tom
Bye states:
"Conservatives won’t take over
the country and the state," he
declares.
GOLDWATER CONSERVATIVES
"The GOP." maintains Bye,
. "can’t afford to close its doors
to anyone more liberal than
Goldwater conservatives."
Jerry Ducote sums up the general conservative feeling by say.ing that "so-called liberals are
not true Republicans."
nitride also realizes the hnrsh
facts of reality which may hold

1:;

conservatives and opposing moderate-liberals at bay for a long
time.
"We can’t win without them
and they can’t win without us,"
he concludes.

Mine Strike
’Challenge xArab Nations Trying
Unification Plans
To De Gaulle
By JOSEPH hh.
detinU.46111.(
Press% International
PARIS UPI -- The strike
wave ilea. sweeping France has
presented the most serious challenge yet to President Charles
de Gaulle’s authority
It very well could mushroom
into the most dangerous domestic
crisis he has faced.
It started at the beginning of
March with what was to have
been merely a "token" two-day
walkout by the 200,000 workers
in the nationalized coal mining
industry to press demands for
wage increases.
But the government reacted
toughly. In a decree signed by
De Gaulle himself, it requisitiqned the miners.
Requisitioning of workers in
state-run French industries is
equivalent to drafting them into
the armed services. Failure to
comply is punishable with loss of
jobs and pensions, fines and
prison sentences.
GOVERNMENT BLUNDER
Most Frenchmen now agree
the requisitioning was a major
psychological blunder. It infuriated the labor unions. Instead of
knuckling unde r, all three - Catholic, Socialist and Commuordered the strike
nost unions
to go on indefinitely in defiance
of the circler.
There is strong popular support in the country for the miners, whose wages have lagged
considerably behind those of
workers in private industry.
The strike now has spread to
workers in the nationalized gas,
electricity, natural gas, iron mining and railroad industries, who
also have their own wage claims
to press.
HALFWAY OFFER
The miners, whose monthly
pay averages only about $130,
are demanding an immediate 11
per cent boost. The government
has offered only 5.77 per cent,
spread over the whole year.
The government has not yet
tried to enforce the requisition
order. If it does so, by arresting
key workers for refusal to comply, the unions almost certainly
will call a nationwide general
,trike.
Close associates say De Gaulle
is itching for a showdown. They
say he will precipitate it in about
two weeks when the nation begins to feel seriously the pinch of
coal, gas and electricity shortages.
They say he hopes this will
put public opinion behind him
when he tries to break the labor
unions.

tamer:
It we stop to look back at the
history of the Arabic and Islamic people, we find that they
were under one government:
Arabs controlled this government.
Later on, the Turkish Empire
took possession of the Arab nation. At this time the Arab nation decided to fight for its
freedom.
The British, who were opposed
to the Turkish Empire, stepped
in and promised the Arabs their
freedom and their choice of government, if they were to win the
war together against the Turks.
Subsequently the war was
won against the Turks, but the
British did not keep their promise to the Arabs.
The British decided to divide
the Arab nation into many countries. Some of these countries were
controlled by the British and
others by the French. This
caused Arab rebellion in order to
establish their freedom.
One of the countries created
by the British happened to be
my home country, Iraq.
On July 14, 195R, there was a
revolution in Iraq against the
monarchy. The revolution
changed the government from a
monarchy to a Republic controlled by General Kassim. The
people were in favor of the Republic! because Kassim promised
to be friendly. with ’otherArabic
countries. General Kassim re-

KSJS Lou
90.7 Mc.
TODAY
4:24--Sign On
4:27Program Highlights
4:30News
4:45Spartan Show
5:00--Business Review
5:05Aperitif
6:00Your Twilight Concert
7:00Special of the Weal
7:30The Searching World
8:00News
8:15International Report
8:30Highlights
8:34Sign Off
HIGHLIGHTS
BUSINESS REVIEW:
New trends in the razor blade busicaused by the British stainness
less steel blade and their effects on
the U.S. market.
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK:
An address, given at the National
Press Club by fhe Honorable Filipe
Herrera, President of the Inter’
American Development Bank.
TWILIGHT CONCERT:
Haydn: Symphony 1:97. Grenade:
Spanish Dance -=5.
THE SEARCHING WORLD:
"A
Assignment Latin America
History of Dictatorships."

Thrust and Parry
fused to go along with the people in forming a United Arab
Republic.
Last month the new revolution in Iraq was begun in order
to change the old government to
the new, which is now joining
together with other Arabic countries to bring the people close
together under one government.
I hope this new government
will succeed in uniting all Arabic
countries. This includes the
countries in North Africa and
Asia. I.ike the USA, which was
tonnes: froin individual colonies,
the different states, peoples of
the Arabic nation wish to unite
unider one republic.
Amer Said Al-Khas-at
ASS 5:1

ASS Council Trying
To Snuff Criticism?
Editor :
,fished
Pat Butlez ii let tur,
In Thrust and Parry \l ,’-,)t 13,
says that I wrote that one "reason" why student government
wanted to abolish the class government system was to "snuff
out" criticism of the ASH Go\ comment.

I said "motive" and did not
mean "reason." I meant that the
class governments are sometimes
a nuisance and that this produces an unfavorable attitude.
And I know that the Student
Council members know that they
cannot "snuff out" criticism.
Pat Butler Comes closer to
what I meant when she says that
this "reason" "has never been
. . . thought of by any of the
Student. Council members."
I disagree with this statement, and I can’t see how she
could possibly prove it. People
naturally dislike sources of criticism, in spite of its virtues.
Student Council has simply
assumed that the ideas I ea pressed in the three letters published March 11, 12, and 13 are
wrong. Anybody who belies-es
that the Student Council is infallible (and 1301) Pisano came
surprisingly close to saying this)
cannot accept my ideas, but I
don’t think that my arguments
have been logically disproved
yet.
Roger Hoffman
ASH A9921

Geography Praised
For Intellectual Zeal
"Hey, that geogr.o,l,, \kasn’t
bad," my advisees hir., old me
time and again over the past
few years, when they had completed a course in the area as
a social science elective. The unsolicited reports I have received
have all been as full of praise for
cited. The campus should know.
geography as the oblique but
comment
candid
thoroughly
I have never met the people

Lavender Ira La’ Gets Coed Around
Speeding down the street each
day go all kinds of automobiles, but intermingled between
them is one that is different
from the rest. This, a lavender
"autoette" which resembles a
golf cart, is owned by Norma
Brock, a junior San Jose State
College coed, from Hayward.
Norma. who was interviewed
for the Spartan Daily, drives
this autoette which she calls
"Tra La" (opposite of trolley!’
because she has been unable to
walk ever since she was struck
with polio at the age of six.
Before Norma contracted polio
she had aspired to be a dancer
and had been taking dancing lessons since she was three years
old.
"After I was inflicted with
polio, my parents bought me an
old upright piano, and I turned
my insights to singing and the
piano," she said.
This upright piano was the beginning to her fame as a piano
player and a singer. In junior
high school, Norma entertained
at dances and at lunch hours.
"In high school I sang in talent shows, one of which I tied
for first place. I also sang at
many dances and the A Cappella
choir. I received a scholarship
for the outstanding music student of the year," noted this
smiling dimple-cheeked coed.
This former March of Dimes
Queen has been very active at
SJS, where she is a music major with emphasis on both piano and voice. She has been an
active member of Revelries, a
production held each Spring by
the Speech and Drama and Music Departments, for the past

ALL ABOARD!Driving her lavender cart and
loaded down with friends, Norma Brock (center,
driving) travels around campus to attend her
classes. Also in the picture are Pat Kolker (I.)
Nanci Baum, and Sally Samuels (r.). Norma is a
junior education major, with her main interests
in music, mostly playing the piano and singing.
two years; and this year she is
the chairman of the Revelries
Association. She was also the
Queen of Co-Rec two years ago.
During those brisk fall evenines. Miss Brock can also be
seen down on the football field

She calls her lavender cart the ’Ira La" because it is the opposite of "trolley." A resident
of Royce Hall, Norma wants to teach when she
graduates and keeps busy performing at college games and programs. This year she is
chairman of the Revelries Association.

singing at the pm -game shows.
"I enjoy doing this, except when
It rains," she commented.
Norma has encountered one
problem though, while attending
the problem of reeeiving
KIS
her teaching credentials. "I’m

sure things can be straightened
out with time, co-operation and
patience, though. I know I’m
qualified."
And, with that remark, she
was all in her lavender ’Tra La"
to begin another day.

in geography. I meant to call
them up. or go over there myself, to report paragraph one,
above. "Why not," I said to myself, "let them know by letting
the campus know?"
What advisees teach advisers
who will listen is ’among other
things) that students are quickly responsive to intellectual zeal
and intellectual quality when,
rarely, it epeeist in an instructor.
Geography not only passes the
test but outscores swery other
area in which my advisees seek
courses. It is unusual to have all
the staff in one subject area so
in command of their subject, so
infused with the zest of their
field, so careful in teaching and
testing that is large random sample of students find the courses
)aluable and stimulating. That is
the case for geography.
So a bouquet to the people of
geography! With all the trouWee this campus has (and I persMinally revel in .hurting bricks
at soft spots). I feel that we
should all give credit to people
who do what a college faculty
should do: excite inform, teach.
If the rest of this outfit came
up to the standard of geography,
the college would he much better
than it is.
Charles. E. Smith, Jr.
AsSOellife Professor,
Biological SlcieliceS

’Library Closure
Ridiculous Hoax’
F.diodt:
I wish to voice my protest
,. anst the Spartan Daily for
perpetrating the ridiculous hoax
as introduced in Wednesday’s
paper: "Main Library to Clost
During Easter Vacation." Inikaal! Do the writers think we
are so naive as to believe any
al citadel of learning would de
such a toolish thing? E.en the
slowest of freshmen knows that

vacations are the times
research papers are turnedwhet
out.
And the reason they gays tor
such a preposterous frioc
iS just
SlitillOW: the
"thisawenierio,
of two separate huilitities"
really, now; bow could
convenience" justify ’denial?"
I suppose sonic will "swailos"
their story, but I hope there
:11r,
not too many. Can You imagine
2,000 students checking
out
20,000 books on the idternoun
of April 5? Or gullible armee,
tors trying to TAM in the re.
serve book room all 20.000 book,
netaled by their it Wields lo
write
term papers? It would
crest,.
such a mad contusion, such ill
feelings, that the Daily’s ’rift.
tence for its hoax could never
match the damage done.
No, it will never do, the weters had best think up some other
weird story more believable;
e.g., "the College will close wt.
ill Christmas." This .certsinly
would be Mere readily accepted
and make more sense thin
say a librarian
my legs SO I a,
"inconvenienci." .,1
Titian.-,., Ni .11
ANIS
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By GEORGE MARTIN

One More Crusade, Down the Tubes
One of the neatest things about journalism, that (I:.
fession of professions. is that when some great evil is ra.::
upon an unsuspecting public, the ever-vigilant press call
mount an attack, and cast the white-hot glare of public it
the dastardly deed.
So it was this morning. Sleepily, I trudged from my Et0
on my morning pilgrimage to obtain a Spartan Daily. I opened the
glass door, and looked at the neat piles of Dailies on the steps at
the Journalism Buildinga sight like no other in the world.
What, thought I, would be the emotion-charged, fact-packai
gem of journalistic excellence featured today? Perhaps the House
Committee on Un-American Activities had decided to investigate
the Spartan Rental Service. Perhaps the fuzz had busted a coed
abortion ring. Mayhap some upstart professor had leveled scream.
ing charges at a prominent administration official.
All of these are possibilities in the dynamic, ever-changing methag pot that is SJS, so you will realize the excitement with whim
I rushed to the waiting piles of Dailies.
My eye was immediately taken by what appeared to beye.
it wasa banner head.
"Oh for joy," I thought," a banner head means something fantastic has happened."
Perhaps KSJS has found a listener in Milpitas. Pcrilaps the
wise and erudite State has decided to put a freeway thinffigh the
Inner Quad. Perhaps the cafeteria has discovered a way to cook
large quantities of bacon crisply!
I steeled myself for the blow, and then looked.
Black and urgent, the headline screamed, "Class CoNerrarient
Axed!"
The hair stood up on the back of my neck. "What," thought I
"is Hauck trying to do?" (Here I must confess that 1 single c!
Mr. Hauck because he got a better grade on a recent history test
than I did, but my anger was almost genuine, anyhow.) C’ald fur/
overwhelmed me. I wheeled about, temporarily oblivieus of the
fact that I had sent an old lady careening into a brick wall, and
raced into the building.
I took the stairs two at a time, sprinted on piston.like lecs
down the corridor, made the turn to the Spartan Daily Office
a full power slide. snatched open the door, and catapulted myself
to my desk in one soaring leap.
For a second I paused, my energy spent. Then, oblivious to the
astonished glances of my fellow staff-members (they never seen
to get used to my soaring leaps over the Society Editor’s head, even
though I invariably land upright and smiling in my chair) I begarl
typing.
"The recent decision to abolish class government .
typed; then I stopped.
the
Carol Swensen (our Society Editor) was cowering
corner (she never has got used to my famous soaring leaps either)
looking quite distraught.
"Upon whom," she said, her voice still shaking, "are yen abeut
to turn the scathing criticism and white-hot glare of publicity?"
"Who," she said, "will suffer the fiery heat of your journalistie
fury?"
I paid no attention, but stared at my typewriter. Words were
getting hard to come by. "Bill Hauck," I typed, "you’re ugly. 817.
your mother dresses you funny." Naah, I thought, that’s nos
the
In the first place Bill is more handsome than I am, and in
second place, he dresses better.
Meanwhile, Carol was getting impatient.
"’
"Who," she said, "will bear the brunt of your incisive wit today
Ignoring her, I studied my typewriter. "Bill Hauck," I tYlw.1’
"you know from nothin’." Naah, I thought, Bill’s been president,
long time, and has studied the problem carefully. Besides, he g
a better grade in that blasted history test.
te th
Carol’s voice was Pleading, now: "Who," she pleaded
"r
pleading tone’, "will find himself nailed to the barn door
keen barbs of your mental dexterity?"
A sudden gleam came into my eyos.
’Am
"My history Prof," I said, and walked off to olite a Po

a

pen letter.
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Class Governments
Should Be Abolished?
By MANUEL AVILA
Photos by Alex Liu
pfliiriedi science, wail
-They ale ssiorthwhile for the siticipants, it
. . . at least mane of them
gives them experience
aa, getting something out of it. But . . . they
they
. .
the class officers) could be despots
they could pass any rules they
could rule and
anted No one knows (what is going on); elections are a good example ... does anybody care?"

,

Susan Moore, elementary education, sophomore:
"... I don’t think they’re worth while, however if people went to class meetings, unlike the
seven or eight people that usually attend, maybe
not (be abolished’. I don’t think that there is
I don’t like San Jose State Colschool unity .
lege. It lacks unity, support from within. If they
(the class governments t- were supported they’d
be fine . . . as far as they are now with no one
to work with .. . if I onlyt someone cared."

Lynda Washburn, elementary education, junior:
"Oh dear. I don’t know. I am not really familiar with the government in school. It really
doesn’t have a function . . rand) . . . with no
function there is no reason for its existing. Go% eminent) . . . apparently is not doing anything
.. a status symbol is all it is."
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Evelyn Graham, commercial arts, junior:
"There should be class government. There
should be a system ... to know what’s going on,
the events, and the like. It provides for leadership, yes, everyone should participate, because
they are citizens of the state, of the county and
they should know their rights. People should
understand and participate in government if they
are to keep their rights. It would be a sorry mess
if we didn’t know what was going on in our
state and national government."
poUtteal science and piddle
Fillsrone
administration, graduate:
"No. I don’t think so. It provides a chance, a
kind of laboratory for training future leaders. It
gives a chance for young people Ito get experieal in government. No, it shouldn’t be abolished. There would be no even flow of responsibility, fewer would get a chance to participate
. students should have a chance.
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I DEFECTIVE

By MIKE DUNNE
Man’s moral values
their
definition, conflicts and application
will be the target in the
sites of verbal rifles to be fired
by more than 360 San Jose State
sharpshooters at tomorrow’s and
Sunday’s 1963 Spartacamp.
Planned since the beginning of
the fall semester, SJS’s tenth
Spartacamp will begin operations at 8 tomorrow morning
with departure of 290 campers,
50 counselors, 20 faculty consultants, and more than a dozen
college and community guests.
On arrival in Asilomar the
corps will be divided into 25
platoons of 10 campers, two
counselors and one faculty consultant.
Following lunch, an introductory session and the opening
speech by Dr. Whitaker T. DeinInger, SJS associate professor of
philosophy, the groups will retreat to various spots on the
conference grounds for the project’s first discussion session.
This first session will attack
moral values the principles that
guide human conduct- in an attempt to capture an understanding of them, how they are
evolved, and what course of action one would take when confronted with conflicting values
or value sytems.
The day’s second one-hourand -15-minute session will invade the territory of society individual conflicts. Individuals’
conflicts with written laws, social customs, a lack of laws, and
a society other than the one in
which we are raised will headline this session’s battle of
opinions.
Saturday’s third and final session will tackle value conflicts
within the college community
those of education, personal morality, religion and responsibility
in an attempt to identify the
importance of personal values
and decide whether these values
are identical with those of the
social group the campers have
chosen at SJS.
Sunday after Stanford University English Professor Irving
Howe presents the closing

views without the usual social
and academic pressures."
Foundation for this year’s discussions on the nature of moral
values lies in the words of Aristotle, "Any account of reality
will not be satisfactory unless it
vindicates our intuitions of man
as a moral creature, a focus of
values."
Spartacamp committee members are John Olsen, director;
Jeanie Archer, Janet Constantino. and Lana Lawson, secretaries: Mike Hooper and Al
Malyon, publicity directors; Bob
Gangi. housing; Dick Harris,
schedule: John Seligman, speakers; and Ren Wicks, Spartacamp
booklet designer.

Nude Newts Numb
Naturalists Nimbly

PREPARING TO ASSEMBLE the booklets +o be
distributed to campers, counselors, and advisers
participating in this weekend’s Spartacamp are
speech, the 25 units will once
again assemble their respective
positions for the fourth and concluding Spartacamp discussions.
This session will explore how
one’s values might be applied to
pressing social and political issues of our time.
Spartacamp, conceived in 1953

Dr ".1.rhel Sciana. French cultural an hche’ from San Fran else, will formally open the
Tlarye watercolor and sculpture
exhibit Monday at 4 p.m. in the
Art Gallery.
The exhibit is expected to contribute to the improvement of
French -American relations. It
will feature the work of Antoine
Louis Barye, a French painter
of the 19th century who was
first recognized in America. Several of his originals are in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York.
More details about the exhibit
ran he seen in the "Tempo" section of today’s Spartan Daily,

Nine Posts Open
For Parents’ Day
Applicati.n, for nine sacant
i’hairman positions for Parents’
Day--- slated for Sept. 28
will be available at the College
nion Monday and Tuesday according to Marilyn Bell, chairman of the event.
will be held
In
Wednesday and Thursday at the
union.
According to Miss Bell, the
,.vent will be sponsored by Social
(1. ,as Commit tee. Communicatwos from 50 colleges and universities which have (a-inducted
:imilar programs were gathered
to help form SJS’s event.

Hondas
Fabulous "50s"
p to 225 miles per gallon
solves parking problems
carries two very nicely
Priced as low as

$245
BILL MANDER
635

University Ave.
Los Gatos
Or CAII ELgato 4-2130

committee members (I. to r.) Janet Constantino,
Mike Hooper, Lana Lawson, John Olsen (seated),
Jeanie Archer, and Bob Gang’.

as a "leaticrshi;, training ,arnI,’’
first brought together presidents
and representatives of a few
campus organizations to discuss
problems facing these groups.
Paralleling the conference’s
growth from 60 to 360 participants has been the evolvements
from discussion of club problems

thc mechanical aspects of
leadership and more recently to
Philosophical problems related to
leadership.
In the words of Spartacamp
Director John Olsen, "Sparta camp has now become an opportunity for the SJS student to
think and talk about his own

Pronounce your D’s and T’s
distinctly.
That’s what Joan Elstran, a
senior education major, has been
advising following a recent
nature study field experience.
While at a study camp for
sixth grade children. Joan took a
group of boys to see a stream
community to study the adaptations of plants and animals to
water.
After dinner, one sixth grade
boy raised his hand and asked
Joan whether the correct pronunciation of a certain amphibian was "newt" or "nude."
Joan spelled the word out for
him, after which the boy explained the reason for his concern. "I wouldn’t want to tell
my parents I saw nudes mating
in a stream," he said.

0
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All are welcome

French Attache
To Open Exhibition
In Gallery Monday

8:30 P.M.
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Moral Values Target for Spartacampers

Schedule of Services:
SUNDAY
’it rviii !lours
Milan Study Elate
WEDNESDAY

8:30
10:45
9:45
7:00
30

a.m.
a.m.
am.
p.m.
p.m.

SPECIAL CLASSES
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Statilus at 9:15 a.m.
81 North Eighth ).1it.
Minister: Paul ()ler
National Lutheran Council

St. Thomas Chapel

A Student chapel for the doubter.
Q.5.5flonT and biiever
WorshipSunday, 10 a.m.
Sermon. -The Church Against GodTum. 7 per. LSA Continues
Bible Study & Worship
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
Allan Dieter. Campus Pastor

Canterbury
Tales
Episcopalians at Ssn Jose State
WHERE THE FOOD IS!
0. T. Niles, of the Church of
South lade. once described Chris tinnily as "one bagger saying to
another, ’I know where the food
Come be with us Sunday morn
legs at Trinity Church, Sunday evnings at Canterbury
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South Tenth

e

title
"Voiled,d0"VieaeseX
for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

Divinity School
Quartet to Talk
-- Why Ministry’
The flerkeliiy Itaidist 1-)1\ inity
School Quartet will sing and
speak on "Why We Are Going
Into the Ministry" Sunday at
6:15 p.m. in the Fireside Room
of the Grace Baptist Chu’, I
10th and San Fernando Stn. , The Roger Williams Fellow ship group will hold a 40-cent
dinner at 5:45 p.m. preceding
the speech.
Plans for the annual San Fran else Tour on Saturday. Mal’ r.
23, will he discussed. All interested students are invited to
attend.
Every year the quartet tours
churches and state conventions
in the Western area.
According to the members, the
quartet seeks to give a strong
witness for Christ through music and the spoken word, to gain
practical experience in leadership and to share the purpose
and spirit of the Divinity school.
The Berkeley Divinity School
Quartet, pictured above, is composed of Vernon Stanley. David
Dodson, Richard Orr, and Larry
Trettin. The group will ’. ;it
the Roger Williams Fel’
San’
night.

Students To Leave
For SF Seminar
During Holy Week
The Nutional Student Christian Federation is sponsoring
four seminars to study the complexities, problems, and opportunities of city culture during
Holy Week, April 6-13.
Sessions will he held in Atlanta. Chicago. New York, and
San Francisco.
Registration will he by ecumenical campus teams consisting of tun students and one
staff person from each campus.
Interested persons may contact
the Rev. Mark Rutledge at the
SJS Campus Christian Center,
;00 S. Tenth St

First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering to the college community
8:30 & 1100
Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.
College "Seminar"
5.45 p.m.
Tre..0 Club
7:00 p.m.
Evening Service
’98 SO Scond Sr
San Jot.
C’areoce R Sands D.D., Pastor

Special Evenings
Set by Canterbury
For End of March
Canterlui.
dent Associillirn
0,p.,n..oring,
special evenings for the neN t
three Sundays, March 17,
and :11.
The Holy Communion will !.
conducted according to the :.
visions proposed by the Star
inc Liturgical Commissh in of the
Episcopal Church on Marc-, 17.
"This is a controlled experiment that we had to get special
permission to do," explained The
Rev. Walter Phelps, chaplain.
The following Sunday the service will he conducted rising the
procedure of the Ch u rch of
South India, which is an amalgamation of the Protestant
churches.
The Rev. John Duryea of Stanford will talk about the liturgical
changes in Catholicism in the
light of the Vatican Council
March 31
All services will start at 6 p.m.
in the association building. 300
S. Tenth St.
Bibles
Books
Itallaloss tilffs

s. an Merchandise-

Sparta" rfiri-C
3rd &

San

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30, 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

.

5:45 per
6:15 p.m

Morning Church
Service

S,c men 140c)
Meet ng

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East San Fernando
8 45 1 I 00 rc,c1 7’30 p.m
Church Service
i000 a.m. College Dble Class
George "Shorty" Collins John 54 Akers
Pairor
Baptist College Chapiein

Wesley
Foundation
(Methodist Student
Center)
441 Sovfls I 0441
Street
.1 Benton WhiNs,
Campus Minister
*6.00 per. Supper 40s (.0 reservations necessary)
;n7g,00Fapi4,ru. "One Lave Conflica.

292.2353

First
Pitt,
Sante Cir
t.to 11.65 in
Donald A. G009,
Minister

St. Paul’s
Ott, et see
iloo in
James Hawed’s.
sa

First Immanuel Lutheran

Antonio

NIeri-le I ’
9:15 fierietne mummer week contained /audit,. on
Ifebrewa.
5:11 This esciana roflrlilil,’ I, *ere., inn Bible
‘qui!, ’
"NI. thud.

11:00

Worship Sunday

WARNER PRESS, INC.

96 S. 2nd

7 sr 5 45 p

A movie and discussion 0e
faith marriage.
*8:00 p.m Worship and Fellowship

Evangel Bible
Book Store
The Bost n

5.,’ ii,Mercn

Berkeley Baptist Divinity School
Quartet "Why We Ars Going
Into The Ministry"

&off,

A. .1 Brownian, Pastor

(Me. Synod)
and
Student Center
374 So. 3rd St.
Sunday Morning Sorvicas:
8:15. 930 11.00
Lenten Services. Wed 6 49. B p en
Studant gathering atter 6.45 S., .t
R. Radler, Dir. et Mule
Stvenkel. Vicar.

4--Sit %It I

11 111.1(
I

Summer Session Forms
Now Available Adm144

"tth 15 196’

History, Poll Sc!
Waivers Tuesday
Ttse
a.I.1 students interested in Liking tests to salt-sty
their general education requirements in history aid political serenee should contact the offices ct
the two deparinrenis. The tests
Ji
will be given :it

I

\EA
In.
tow
’5., II!

Puff

P

-

lit.

I

,

Applications
for
larrtnits tor the 1063 SUI1111,.
skins are iciailable in Attu]] i I
:Dean Joe West of summer sessiiis
announced today.
The regist ration permit indicates the hour at which the stulent may register on June 24 for
rtther the six- or 10 -week session.
The earlier the application is
Jed, the earlier the hour that is
r.ssigned for registration, accordDe:in West.
:11g
.-egister
II. is possibl..

23 pounds light
Campagncle components
s en construction by little ced
Italian craftsmen

A CORSAGE. . .
THE PLEASURE OF
AN OCCASION

Torrasiltirst National
Bank of America

l’Al*L-S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda

CY 3-076.6

WI-.,te

SJS’ first campus-wide

orienta-

session for students consider-

ing law school and a career as a

FOLK
cuitars-Banjos-music

, lawyer is scheduled for Wednesirlay in ED100 at 3 p.m.
1

See our selection of
Martin. Goya and Christy instrumitnts

1884 W. San Carlos

’

SHOES for MEN
at Factory Prices
hundreds of styles
available at the

Applications are due today for
four vacant ASB committee and
board positions, according to Tom
Volz, ASB personnel officer.

largest shoe store
in San Jose.
1

I
’

Doorrown Son Jose

Open Monday, Thursday.
a Friday Maids 111 9

Prof. Henry Dietz of the University of Santa Clara Law School
will head a discussion of law school
Ind legal career problems.
All interested students are welcome, said Norton.

Applications Due
For ASB Posts

Choose from the

439 SO. MST ST.

The meeting will feature both
an outstanding film and an out-landing speaker, said T. M. Norpie-law adviser and assistant
irrofessor of political science.
The film is "Mastery of the
L.e.% " produced by the University
.t Nt,chigan Law School.

BENNER MUSIC

7.90 to 12.90

Interviews will he held from 1
ro 3 p.m. today in the College
Union. Applications should be returned prior to interviews.
Positions open are attorney and
member-at -large for the Election
Board: member-at -large for Sturlent Activities Board; student representative for Fairness Committee.

Mediation Meet
The Industrial Relations mock
mediation session reported in yesterday’s Spartan Daily is scheduled for Thursday, March 21, at
6:45 p.m. in 5142.
,
It is open to all interested students.

Bruce
Olson*
says...

ARTS major John Deal demonstrates some of
the electronics test equipment available in the Industrial Arts
Department. The department will take part in the California Industrial Education Association convention at San Francisco this
week. The SJS exhibit will emphasize the many opportunities at

sold exclusively to
because college men

college men

are

preferred risks. Let me tell

ell 9 big Benefactor
No obligation. Just WVg

you about
benefits.

me a ring

Here’s deodorant protection
Old Spice Stick Deodorant

neateRt way fa

as

day prom( han lea the urtire &odorant for
men...absolutely dependable. Glides on smoothly.

day, erery
artier

speedily., dries in record time. Old Spire Stick Deodorant
most convenient, most economical deodorant money can
buy. 1.00 plus tax.

*BRUCE OLSON
28th Street
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 298-6031
351 N.

representing
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
. the only Company selling
ercluslvely to College Men

Alameda, Si
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: ourland of the Birtin Dyni-!!!.
By DIANE N1.1.1 II
erner Zollenlospf
am
ird
"It has turned into a It pug rane, !..i airtedly visited the islands
with the re- ,,iiiiiminummi.ni.. llnl111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
project involving several coon- :.,eirming intrigued
11111iiiitilillail!
..,1.1r; he read in Dr. Anderson’s
tries," reports Dr. Edgar Anderson
associate professor of history, crr ’’’"’1,
Describing the expeditions
his expeditions to study colonies in
I "very difficult" because the jun. the West Indies.
1rapidly destroys evidence of hist , ,
Results of his latest assignment
ical eulonizat ion. Dr, Anders., .
We invite all students to buy any green merchanin the form of a book titled, "Thel
t pointed out that the natural ,i,
Early Period of Colonization of1ments
made
orking coniliti..,
dise or any merchandise with a green tag at a
Trinidad and Tobago," are sched-

PATRICK’S DAY SPECIALS

uled to be published in Ifolland at 1 treackwl’ou’
10% discount. Buy yourself a Saint Patrick’s Day
In on, in,t;,iio a native cal-.’’
,
the end of 1963.
it
a"
din
5()-11"
110’0"
r:ril’ill’Ped
Dutch
emphasizes
The book
present at Saint Patrick’s Day discounts.
wis nearly killed. Another time
onization and consists of approxiDr. Anderson was poisoned wilvn
mately 100 pages of history, anlie drank water out of a stream in
Buy Them At
dent maps, documents, and photothe high mountains.
graphs. It is being printed in the
English language.
STILL BEAUTIFUL
Still, the West Indies are beauDr. Anderson has been contacted
by several governments to conduct tiful. said Dr. Anderson. "The e120 E. San Fernando
(Next to Cal Book)
297-3642
"historic inventories" of the is- land of Tobago is most beaut hI
-,1111111n11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111litillninilliiilllib
lands. The international project One small island is COMidered I
has taken him to the West Indies original island of Robinson Ciusrs.r.
three times. in 1957, 1959 and 1960, All the descriptions fit. Another
and has led to a German transla- island is the only place in the westtion of his work and articles tip’ ! ern hemisphere to host the bulk
nearing in the Swedish Pionefir. of paradise."

DAHNKEN-LERMAN

Historical Quarterly and the CaribThe island people, white primarbean Quarterly.
ily Negroid, reflect Seandimiviiin
and Dutch influences and sport
INCREASING DEMAND
British and Spanish settlements.
Although the project has been In the midst of the colorful, art is concluded,
basically
the increasing tic intermingling of influences.
demand for the reseatch has kept ’ there are the Arawilks and Carilis
the study alive. Presently, inde- - fierce tribal people.
pendent Trinidad is seeking an
Dr. Anderson became interested
historical inventory in its own in the project in 1948 at the Swedlanguage for the tourist bureau. ish Archives when he ’,vier:, oil
Increased literature concerning sources concerning the colonies id
the island colonies have been re- mwthern people. In 1954 he ,trirtr-ol
sponsible for a large influx of research and in 1956 reciried iS
tourists. One European celebrity. doctorate from the University of
Prince Karl of Courland. Duke of Chicago with a dissertation Idiot.
"The Couronians
Indies."

and

ihe

at

EUROPE ’63
Third Annual

SUMMER FLIGHT

Depart: S. F. to London
Return: Paris to S.F.

June 15
Sept. 2

$39 9 00
Total

Cost
Per Person

Via Super DC 7-C Luxury Aircraft
Complimentary In -Flight Hot Meals

our (;rtittri Organizers

Spartan Bookstore does a $900,000 business annually, according to I
Harry Wineroth, bookstore manager.

I
i’rofeesor \tunnel Partlieniailee
1.6111, Est.
I 1 1.0,111, hey, 2-,10
Prof.-so, Moo 1 !noel

SPACE IS LIMITED

RESERVE NOW!
i.k1.1.
lime, 2’6-1112-,
Night,: CV 2-2203 or AN 9-3006
Das or
:17,1-0002

All-Pen
cartridges fit
all these pens

493 E. Santa Clara St. At 11th

Easter and Summer Vacations

Guaranteed for

icy, designed expressly for college men and

re

Prof Publishes Book
After Indies Expedition

years after you take out The Benefactor, College Life’s famous pol-

YOU CAN TRUST

y.. Caller writ for fyil
friff1011 to Georg. Camt,b.11,
California Casuaor

:hpecializine Only iii European !Slade I

the college for students in all the related fields.

t !All Premium Paymnte
Are Refunded as an Extra
Benefit if death occurs within 29

-DEODORANT

Wensen

148 13* Alma
Open Tues -Sat 9-6

SJS INDUSTRIAL

1 ion

7-7417

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
and married men onn
21- $211 less $12
of $64 (based dividend,
on currentor en
cent d.ridnd). Single monis ser
under
25: 5212 less $40 dividend,
sr a set
of I212,
$10/20,000 Bodily Injury Liebility fist%
Property Damage and $500 Medic.’
aeyrnents. Other covereget at
parable savings. Payment, oncons
mad once, twic or four ’,net bea

ing to Dr. Maxwell.
Out -going president of the association is Dr. Alvin C. Beckett.
SJS professor of bus iness :rat
education.

Hank’s Barber Shop

CL 8-5976

Roads

ticrald Maxwell.

Best Hair Cuts in Town
Specializing in All Styles at

Plaza Garden Shop
Story and

Square ditrwitig 50011
tie telitUrtel
ZISSIPCIIIIV tonight at the Internalinnal
gt,..
professor of business etI twit I ion dent Center, 2K1
ii he, St
recently was elected president oil It g
(
ThorrlaN.
the Bay Area Section of the Cali-,
the Berkeley YNIC.%
1: call .
f,rrnia Business Education ,Xssociadances. Thirmas
-L,
tion. Dr. Maxwell will a -owe the! paniett
by a
car 1964 down %ersion coneet
office for the school
of aii
,
beginning in May.
Everyone is invited
he,,.
The Bay Area Section comprisest cost, and refrestinadir,
10 counties around the Bay Area! served
and has a membership of more
titan 1,400 business teachers in
high schools Lind colleges, accori I.

10,

on June LA ,ithout having applied
for a permit. said the dean. "students are urged to apply for the
permit in order to avoid crowding
in the afternoon hours when the
,students %%ithout permits are alloosed to register."
I The six-week session closes Aug.
2. Registration for the four-week
session will be held Aug. 2, and
will close on Aug. 30 along with
the 10-week session.
A number of workshops will be
held driving the week June 17 to
21. It is sometimes possible to
pick up an extra unit during this
v,-rsrk indicatol Dean West.

a occasion really
To make a s:
special, there s r-sn,nq like a beautiful corsage for your lady. She’ll appreciate your thoughluuness in pro. J rg this special tooch to the eves: rq. Let us create e lovely corsage
to complement her Costume

trade in your old
3-10 speed bikes

Professor Elected
Education Officer

INDUSTRIAL ARTS EQUIPMENT

SPECIAL STUDENTFACULTY DISCOUNT

Plow, vacationing students and
faculty members can enjoy summer
accommodations at Sheraton Hotels
and Motor Inns, at special low rates!
Thanks to Sheraton’s Student I.0. or
Faculty Guest Cards, you’ll have a
better vacation this summer for less
money! Sheraton Hotels get straight
A’s in every department: Comfort,
convenience, and cuisine. And if
you’re traveling by car, there’s Free
Parking at most Sheraton Hotels and
at all Sheraton Motor Inns. Get these
discounts at any of Sheraton’s 80
hotels in the U S.A., Hawaii and
Canada by presenting your Card. To
get a Sheraton I.D. Card or Faculty

Sheaffer

Parker
Esterbrook
Wearever
Venus
Eversharp
For 0 a,, in strident..8for
tho,, ’,Jill pen -giving relative,’ Ise prepared --start U.,
log All -Pen ink eartridgr, In
your, present cartridge p:
Dont walk a mile fii,
cartridge. Come in and got
All -Pen Cartridges.
Washable Blue, Wieihntile
Black, Peacock Blue, Jet,
Black, Cardinal Red, Blue
Black and Green.
Gr.? Poll l’en rtrtrentet,
6 for :313e or Si for 49c

Guest Card with credit privileges,
write us. Please state where you are
a full time faculty memberor student.

SPARTAN BOOK

Mr. Patrick Groan
College nelations Dept

"Right on Campus"

Sheraton Corporation
4/0 Atlantic Avno
Boston 10, Mass,

$214.95

per person

April 5th to April 14th

TRIPS)
I P. RC
SOSUMMER
1 EINCLUDES:
p u . D
to
Cflight
HONOLULU,
Round
2. Royal Hawaiian tel Greeting.
53.. Transfers
O
from Airport to Hotel and return at Wailt41:
4. Twin accommodations at the "New Sea Shore Hotel.110 mile four via air-tonditioned Pali Cruiser.
6. Beverages and complimentary hot meals in flight.
7 Kodak Polynesian dance show. including transfirs.
8 550 000 ’light insurance to all passengers.
9, Air.condIfionerd rooms and apartments.
10. Gala Aloha Get Together Party.
Auth,’
via scheduled carrier operating omitlr the C A

"t’
B FI.ght
0
RESERVE
BOOKS
KS OPEN
CALL
LeadersNO W
VE
Jack Singer
B c k e -- CampusR
653 So, I I fh

Street, San

Jose, Califor 2:74591

DAY CY 5-4025 OR Night AN 9.3006

cing
light

’flounced
d 4,4,0

tint 16
men wrdr
cr a 00

II. I 1,
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Art Society Members
Show Work in Palo Alto
art
Presently exhibiting their
Showcase Galleries in
work at the
members of the
Ma Alto are
Department’s Alpha
cis Art
of Delta Phi Delta
Kappa chapter
fraternity.
national art
The honor student exhibit and
sale, naming from March 10 hi
include oil paintings
April 6. svill
drawings, (asatervalors. prints,
mok ;outcry and Jewelry.
work are: DarEs hibiting their
Keith Clark, Joan 13) n.
rell Ebert,
Greene, Cecile Me
an. Gretchen
Runnels. Judy Ham
Cara Cathy
Jere Jagger, Fred Kulieh.
shue,
Miner.
and Bonnie
The showcase Galleries tire
Alma St. Hours are
rated at 315
Wednesda). Thur,day and Friday,

ALL NEW 1963 CARS
AT LOWEST PRICES
Warranty, ()solar’s
f,rfory
04lA.knuS
used cars at real low discount.

4

Coll 36114259

Iltod000d City)

Nam
ed
Corsagos
for all
Occasions

New Art Media
Preserved Today

7-9 p.m.; Salm day, noon unfit 9
p.m.; and Sunday, noon until
Tfl.

Welch Sets
Week Aside
For Greeks

Crystal Creamery
There wile 8 088 students
tolliat at SJS at the outset of
there

I. Welch, mayor of al,rt
has proclaimed the week ,,t
31.triii 23 to be Greek Indeparlence Week, in observanee of the
142nd birthday of the Greek ia as:
for independence.
Mayor Welch invites all citizens
Ito join in observance of the rec.
ognition given Gripe’s contribun.1’ of arts, sciences. philc-soph).
ideals of freedom arid derraierac)
Greece originally broke off from
the Turkish Ottoman empire in a
war of independence betiseen 10.21
and 1829, after which Greta., 10
came a kingdom whose govern: it.
was guaranteed Li) Britain, Franii
and Russia.
A republic was binned in 192;
which wain fell assay to :la reedabli,r:i.atit of the IN,
1!,J,Prt

HOME EXCHANGE DIRECTORY SERVICE
P0 Boa $76
H F D S.
Campbell, Calif.
H E DS.

BRAND NEW
IN SAN JOSE

Are You Bored
With Comic Books,
Physics Tests,
Gum Wrappers,
Textbooks?

Get LYKE

Cs Day

%MAN

liF ill IN

1111 I

’
Ii

Uyeda,
, ical technolo,
chemistry, I.
i
he was 3, tali told from W,:i

i,

1111d:

cteak /Mae
17 E. SANTA CLARA

.

Loss of depth perception was
not his only prohlem. He’s righthanded, and normally he would
isdil his how with his left hand
nil aim with his right eye.

1111111111111111

sta, who lives in 31oulto shot with
l--trined
.:;ait" and by "intense
.
,t: -0 on my targets."

CY 3-4661

t.’
-. And he
.., arross.sIii
A 2-11101 bIli:
’
yards. or
’dsilt Ii straw, 4.1,e :,r.er another.
Lit the :iroi. distance.

a 4::-pollr,1 V.
how. and plasticfeatherei:
num arT,,,
r. ’Ai
s,ai to’
,;
pA..,
y
may try tois saintlier. pr, or.

gible he must shoot several qua: attended flartnell lying scores in ciornpetition.
,
Conmies, unid
HOW did Lyeda i.chieve his skill?
"Like any other sport." he em’’’’’’’
it’t Jack phasized, "to beciime proficient
cop. ; "...nal bow maker.
you must go deeper than !nos t
A? .-ark Fernando, Uyeda took people." You MUST all
the fun first place by
margin of 30 damentals, find the best tech points in an intramural archery niqui-s an-I keep an open mind.
tournament.
"You can e -en lealin trim a

He also shot a perfect score in novice." he sa
non-competitive Junior Coltirn-birn match at San Fernando. This
involved shooting 3 tiounds of 30:
arrows (Nall at targets 20. 30 and
.40 yards ItWay, and he hit all 90
arrow, in the bull’s-eye.

What does keep him from shootryeda has used a sight to gm-eat in many tournaments is colego, hut when he shoots, he shoots ly improve his score. In practice .
he has been hitting over 800
well.
it -f a possible Rad on the Pro,1 Arehery Associat hat
senior. 1 ’
Round. His highest non 1ta. \
tion nl,,.
ser,re is ’546.
clonal ;;reiler. hy c,,i.seeutive13.

it,:;

PAkKWG1

pal.GiVE ZAAC
are

15

le

BOTA BAGS

2

Imported hem Spain

4

t

ping pang balls :it 2.,
!ni praci

t.’,ele of Beautiful Tan
..31ide that w:11 it
-ever, never leak, and
always reterve
taste of ;1.5
Cdtlfir..7*

2.1r
ill

lth
"",14

52 WEST SAWA CLARA SI:

Parkinci Permits
Now Available

Crystal Creamery
COFFEE SHOP
f-s, a.o

u

‘, los

S.J.S. Students Special!
EUROPEAN TOUR
led

1 emus

by

ffraeli. Butch Krikorian

10 countries -6 weeks
England
Denmark
Holland Belgium
bxembourg
Germany
Austria Italy
Switzerland
France

June 13.
July22
Via
Pan tine rican
Jet

for additional information

call or write:

Butch Krikorian
50 Hawthorne Way San Jose
CY 24653
111/

-

If you hit over 800 in profes-!
sional competition. he declared.
money."
-)-a’re in the
I. :st year 1.’yeda was invited In
t on Green’s archery teuri.
.’t -Sahara Tournana
but he couldn’t :,beca -’if school.

He iris
17 when he compri-:
’
ma permits
in his biggest contest. the Fr"--. ,
at the Cashier’s
Safari Shoot, He held 5th place
hut dropped out because his ride
are: six units or a-is leaving,
more, $9.73: six units or less, $4.50: !
r or kirget shonting
yeda u-einpinyees, one-half time or yr.’,
$9.75; and employees with
than half-time, $4.50.
Two -wheeled v eh ie 1 es are
charged 23 per cent of listed saie
Each alternate vehicle, in filli11J
vehicle, Will in’
10 flu- I ,1

tad
=
1""T

plialifdreleaer

Now all pens
use same
ink cartridge

Vier-

lions

’We serve quality food at
lowest possible prioes. Try our
Inc food today,"

ror

Here they are!

STAAPS

Manager Howard
says:

TOUR PRICE $1235

l’..,1

ChilMii1011 1:1!’

whole Barbecue Chicken
$1.49
to take out

297-3642

0111

can’t do with two eyes

for as little as $1.45

II

Loss of Eye Doesn’t Stopl
Potential Archery Champ
Its

FULL COURSE DINNER

On Sale
Wednesday
March 20

hold an informal business meeting. Others in
the photo are Charles Scott, ASS president of
Alameda State College; Hauck; Assemblyman
Unruh; Andrea Lanfranco, news editor of the
Fresno State College newspaper; Jerry Tahajian,
ASS president of Fresno State; Dennis Gibson,
ASS president of Sfanislaus State College

ASB PRES. BILL HAUCK, second from left,
president of the California State College Student Presidents’ Assn., journeyed to Sacramento
this weekend with ASB information officer Jay
Thorwaldson and met with several state legislators, among them, Assemblyman Jesse M. Unruh (D-Los Angeles), Speaker of the House (center). Hauck and six other CSCSPA members also

01/1.44
where you get a

.rcbang at d

Daily Conducts Tost

Spartan Dall) is conducting a
s
ti,st t
,irettlata n
.o *lib the Ire
month a, et -ono-1:0t,
.1,1 tilfitIr..
,,nd Artparm
tent ot
Ilit Alc 1.1 v,irit
srtisayo, Clreulation of the Daily
,,
i- denainstranni
increased to 11 000
ausionall).
.
,ii of Alpha G:::., a
to deter:lite- if the patent.
i.e held at -1-30 p.m in s ’insert
should maintain thLs as a perina.
Hall.
Alp
open t

EXCITING VACATIONS
WITHOUT COST

IALS

r4PAIITA.14 D4ILT-4

I

....gym....tumble....

Fits Sheaffer Parker
Esterbrook Wearever
Venus Eversharn
Cartridge Fountain Pens

on

C:=
Lt..

>2
C -c,;)

IPS)

NOW
aderS
5.4591

...chin...lift...pull.
..run ...puff puff.
pause

C=:)

IN
Buy the one that tits the
pen you Croi II and the pin
you may get or borrow.
Washable Blue, %Vasil able Bliwk, Peacock flue,
Jet Black, Caidinal Red,
Blue Blask and Green.
Cat All-l’en Cartridgea.
6

for 391

or

take a break...things go better with Coke
Bottled under authority of The CocaCola Company by Coca-Cola Bottling Company of San Jut*

,.,r ,bsr,f

8 for 491

Spa;’en Bookstore
.3006

<
...J

-Right on Campus"

iv r u v./user kink ut this treers fohbout page, please turn
to other Nide
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Diamondmen Face Nevada Thrice,
Try To Snap Long Losing Streak
Dv ibtS
- in Joe State s chanuindmen
I:
get three chancc’ ti break
their seven -game
sinc sireak

EXPERT
AUTO REPAIR
Automatic Transmission
Seals Installed. $35.00
on most cars
Transmission Overhaul
$75.00 most makes of
Cars

Engine Overhaul
$75.00 and up
Valve Job
S20.00 and up
Engine Tuneup
Satisfaction Guaranteed
FRED & EVERETT’S
GARAGE
1557 S

!st St.

CY 4.6559

’ this weekend, as they play host
to the University of Nevada for
a single game tonight and a doublehrmier tomorrow.
Tonight’s game is set for 7,
while the two games tomorrow,
:even inn ngs each, will begin at
12 noon.
The NP%adli games could be
considered %nal Imes to the
Spartans. At least one sictory
er Neviula ’night gis e San
Jose State the impetus It needs
I.. turn a dismal season into a
winning orsc.
I.:est year, SJS split with No-

Spartan Judoists
Compete in Trials
Eleven San. Jose State judoists
will represent Northern California
in the tWis-dilY Pan American
Games tryouts and Notional Championships. which begins today at
Fresno State College.
Lee Parr. team captain; Walt
Dahel, Lamy Dobson, Richard Gibson. Bill Knable. Gary Newquist,
Dick Norona. Jim Pennington, Kay
Yamasaki, Dave Sawyer and Richard Ferreira accompanied head
voaeh Tc,sh Uchida to Fresno.
This is the first time judo has
been included in the Pan American
Games, which will be held this
year at Sao Paulo. Brazil.

OPEN
Monday
Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

Ra(110ttiid T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
CY 8.1212

1425 W. SAN CARLOS

a

Fridaj

\larch 15, 194:

-.1C7:tnt’11:"%(%:sellhalss gsit.tesitle
cf::illie:e.isnganindl the state meet. The Piers tripped
universities
eitSiepsartans are hosting the i the Spartans 86-1i,
Los Angeles State ii aI an Pfililfr
’at. here in the
NI
I
a strong halfback section composed
3stlaent% (y iii. Side horse ace Mike 1 stihmov,e,inesgini: isnw.g. 9On 11-3n0I.eli,,:k.taigleamO,:e.
by Phil Clifton. Benny Guzman,
Liwero. of San Jam., Is the di-- ’ Bruins took a 68,2.59i, den,,,,r.
Stan Beasley, Larry Doss and Tom
:Jennett
regarded his
fending meet champion in his
,
Doslak.
specialty.
Johnny Johnson. SJS’ most valstrong
siga
omansition.
made
has
San
State
1,4
San Jose
uable player of last season, gives
I nificant improvement over early dropped points in two events.. as
coach Bob Bronson his most psi- , season, when it dropped its first ilwfanted Landers was
wiii’l:isr.illi,
tent running ’weapon. Kent Rockfive engagements:
holt and John Colombero will sup- !I
Isn’t Johnson at fullback

!

The alums will have two lop
tackles to anchor a stirprIsingly
strong front line In 49ers Leon
Donahue and John Sutro. Other
Chuck En tackle candidates
Joe Gibbons, Herschel Sanders and Al Severino.

,

I

Returning from the 1962 varsity
to give the alumni strength in the
guard slots FM’ Cecil Lincoln and
!Ron McBride. Center candidates
include Hank Chamness, Ron Earl!
and Herb Yamasaki.
H

Fred Lindsey, kicking specialist.’
a’,!deSt player at .12.

itAR-11-Q

ORANGE JULIUS
Corner of 1st and San Fernando

day,

37-32.

Sam Lindsay led the

Rain Keeps Netmen
From Playing Bears

The It. tech., .t R league team,
ranked
fourth.
%shipped
the
It
Runners. 52-36. Dave Armstrong scored 21 points for the
losers.

Yesteulay’s tennis match. sched,iled betwcsm the University of
California and San Jose State, Wan
In other action Wednesday, the
pOStpOnerl due to rain. A nest- date Church
Keys dumped the Bucket
for the match has not been set at thinkers. 54-28 in an E league conthis time.
test. Jim Johnson of the Church
Cal, the top ranked team in Keys equalled the output of the
Northern California was scheduled ! entire Bucket Dunker team, with
to display the winning singles play- !28 points.
er, Jim McManus, and the winning ’
Sigma Nti No. 2 lost an F league
doubles team, McManus and Doug , game to the Sputs. 61-15, Jim McSykes, from the recent Northern William scored 26 points for the:
California intercollegiate tennis Winners.
tournament.
Follinving the playoffs, which
The Swill:iris will return to ac- end today, a three-game series will
tion Tuesday, when they play host be played between the independent
to St. Mary’s College at 2:30 p.m. champion and the fraternity eham-i
on the Spartan Courts. The frosh pk,n, ter decide the all -college
team will meet Cabrillo Odlege at champion. The series will begin
T!ie,day.
the same time and location.

PIZZA

The t nicorn

Fri. & Sat, PARTY NITES
DANCING TO THE

Yndieiduato
Featuring
The Wild Basso nova
\\

MILTON &

II

HOLIDAY FAST SEIZN

winners with 13 points.

The other two A league teams1
also won .
in the tournament
Washburn Hall, tabbed secc,m1
topped AROTC No. 1. 42-36, as
ErMe (1a:.thell pumped in I3 points. ’
"This should be the best match ’The Beachcombers, ratedhi rd
I we’ve ever given San Jose." Haira- !knocked off Markham Hall,
bedian said
26. Jerry Cook cif the Markham
team was top scorer with 14.

rawMe

ARE YOU THIRSTY?
Have your taste buds been
deprived of the exquisite
taste of an ORANGE JULIUS?
Why deny yourself this elegant thirst quencher? For
only 15c even Dante would
have agreed "it’s a Devilish
Drink."

Top Three Teams
Post Intramural
Tourney Victories

The Cal -Hawaiians, the top
of a disqualification of Fresno’s
)seeded team in the independent
winning freestyle relay team
basketball tourney, beat the CarFresno, which has never beaten
San Jose in swimming, is strong dinals in the first round Wednes-

in the middle distance and distance
This afternoon, the San Jose events, according to coach Ara
State freshman team meets Hart- Hairabediart. "The freestyle relay
nell College at 3 on the Spartan team is strong. however I don’t
diamond,
think we’ll he able to match what
! San Jose has in the freestyle!
: events." he added.

Of

The Spartans eSi:,
at 5-5. as freshmen
.
ed to pile up points. Up
victory. SJS had only
,
who generally can be counted
.
to place in six events.
The locals’ dual meet mark
to 5.8 last weekend, as
geles State, Long Ileach
and UCLA pinned
SJS down south.
.,Imeils,,es:tt t t ,r!is :1,7 .4114,4in g, ill, i .a cili..t
he

1
"

Fresno, San Jose
Swimmers Tangle

The big guns for Santa Clam,
were 11111 Connolly, who went
four for five, and Calcagno, two
for five. Between them they
drove in six of the Bronco runs.

The final steppingstone for the
San Jose State gymnastics team
before next weekend’s State Collegiate Championships, will be
Santa Monica City College tomorrow at 3 p.m. in Men’s Gym.
Clair Jennett and Co. will find I
Santa Monica a talented, veteran
acrobatic group. The visitors are
among the strongest junior college
teams in the Southland, where

Six Professional Stars
Highlight Alumni

In the seventh. reliefer Larry
familiar east of Dave Ronlias.
Krenzin got two outs after walkLynn Apt:maim Mike Jones, Eming the pitcher. But then the roof mett Lee and Mary McKean.
fell in, as a base hit, a passed ball.
The SJS graduates also have
three walks, a hit batter and their share of running talent.
another hit brought in five more. Sprint star Ray Not ton will lead
BlIl Dawson came in to wind
lip the seventh, and blanked the
Brows in the eighth, but the
damage was done.
San Jose State showed signs of
hreaking out of its hitting slump
in the early innings. In the third,
tie team loaded the bases with
After dropping its second meet
one out but a double play ended
of the year to Foothill College
he threat. According to Sobczak,
Saturday. the San Jose State
’ That double play sort of styswimming team travels to Fresno
mied us."
Larry Loughlin, who one week this afternoon to face Fresno State
before had allowed the Spartans at 3:30.
only one hit in nine innings, was
Fresno state Is 3-1 on the year.
the winning pitcher in relief. LuLast week. the Bulldogs lost to
cas was given the loss.
University of Pacific, by means

Tropicana International
Restaurant
anew.-

sr St;

A star-studded lineup highlighted
by six professionals decorates the
San Jose State alumni roster,
which will pnivide competition for
coach Bob Titchenal’s varsity grid In the fifth, relief pitcher Bill Tien in the second annual alumniArdis set the Brows down in or- v arsity clash Satutday. March 23.
der, but he got into trouble in in Spartan Stadium.
’
the sixth. In that frame. Ardis
On the pitching end of the
got the first man, but then gave aerial game will he Chon Galleup two hits and three straight
go-., who is holder or co-holder
walks. Before the inning had endof six all-time Spartan standed, five runs had scored.
ards. Supporting Chon will Is -a a

The Next Best Thing
Is Dining Out At The

1 our Choice

sports

viola, At that tune, coach Ed
Subczak said. "They had a good
hitting ball club."
Against Santa Clara Wednesday, the Spartan: were tagged
the
with their worst defeat
campaign, as the Broncos scored
five runs in the sixth inning. all.’
:mother five in the seventh, to
shut SJS out, 13-0. San Jose State
got four hits off Bronco hurlers.
Dave Lucas started on thi
mound for San Jose, and pitched
three good innings although getting into a little trouble in each
friiMP.
But In the fourth. Santa Clara
piclissi up three runs on three
hits and one error, the big blow
being it two-run double by
catcher 1ton Calcitic-mi.

Gymnasts Entertain
Santa Monica Squad

Across From the Library
on 4th and San Fernando
Delicious Fish-wich
with spicy tartar sauce

39c
King Size Hamburger
"A Meal In Itself"

39e
Juicy Hot Dogs

13c
Every Sunday

HURRA! HURRA! HURRA!
COME TO THE

Circus of Savings
Fantastic!

ITALIAN
HoFIIRAU
CIII(;KEN
’F1 \I"(
WAR: AN
(.11INESE
l’IZZ

Don’t clown around
with high dry
cleaning bills

NATURAL SHOULDER SHOES

Colossal!

A lion s share of quality,
cleaningup to 8 ibs
only 2 dollars

WINTHROP
15.95

Stupendous!
A trreed
does all
for yo,,

Unbelievable!
Th, whole show
taint only
24 minutes.

Amazing!

l’oProRNS

the tropicana
international
restaurftnt

W,Id wrinkles tamed -little or no pressing
needed.

BAYSHORE

_
1,4, J4sE

SPECIAL OFFER

These shoes have all the authentic details
that you associate with fine traditional
clothing... they are trim and tailored,,
casual enough for campus wear, dressy
enough to wear with your hest Rams Head
suit. Black, ivy. tan.
.11 LIM C3/.# tilt :tit

c-r-)prDINTS
VALLEY FAIR
2801 Steve ns Crook
,

9 10 to 9 P)

the, f

- Sat 930 to S

=NM

4 ‘4,s, 1.00
With This Ad
See IS, World’s Greatest
Cleaning Performance at

FRIGIDAIRE

Quick-Clean Center
9th and E. William
two blocks from ca’iH
re In 6 On’
9 30 pm.deity: Sunday 9

ilieder Spartan Rental Sorvice

Nrw

HOURS

8

30

u,,

in Coach Winter Praises
Sprinter
Moody
Frosh
lad
mark fell
ach State
tbacks os
aisieli the
II tape le
rs tripped
:in oks,er
5’. hip the
(ItY1S1q.
its
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Par agiuhe
San kid
events. as
and eons
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Track Special Here Tomorrow

MURPHY

r--, . ./

k
k

Frosh Firsts
Miller’s Goal
Against OS

41 s

,4

.s.

ATTENTION!

- THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS -

gs

254
494
654
894
454

WHAT’ IIS 11113 F

ESQUIRE

CY

611

rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially processed
for full flavor in filter smoking. It’s what’s up front that counts!

( 18011’011
-Ind 2541

3-84U5

NOW
PLAYING

Jerry Lewis
Ili may 4,7f*
AIONEViu?
PIAUI
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,pot)

b
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V.7. is the greaseless grooming discovery. Vital’s^.
V 1 fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dryness,
Your hair neat all day without grease. Try it today!

1%4:4

1-

s

Second Big Hit

.,
:z.

DEAN

1941(4111’

, . ....

...

FILTER - BLEND UP FRONT

RtiA

.
MARTIN
sz
LA
eff ME :5
ANNO=
? i;,
TURNER
nom.
, -7,, . . --7--..,
’;

.It’s greasy, by George! But Vitalis with V-7
, seeps Your hair neat all day without grease.
; Na

PURE WHITE, !
MODERN FILTER

PLUS

44.,

Williston tastes good

,

010.410%,1 ,

1olidNALDEFECTIVE1

oak4

JUNE GRADUATES

STATE MEAT MARKET

RRA!

7

Hy DAVE NEWHOUSE
1 where he has whipped the NA’.
Winter receised veal nests, , other SJS field strong point.
A night club l’esiftW :1t the ’,idol 23.1.-1 this S1,1:60,1 I, but IWO )1..,
year and
ail 1.1 1 it ,t.is learned mit m.H
to his drc. ,0
I Ite,emed sr.iis , an be pul,1:*:(,1
. . lenity tie. ,ei3r. :1’441 this
and
Ol’egl
41 State s track learn are I ago had a lifetime best of 460 ler’
even though charmed with Mena.
Roberts agrilkl be able b) 1.1411- at Student AltaWS Office *1 till;
in modesty.
wh10171 get Z1 1111111er of his
1
.
We
I
alike
in
five- offers from national linck
sesezal ways. Both atel Lynn F...es 1:i it V.6 spzinter ..r,.
pet.- in the broad jump :oat ilie today. ASB mires Lose $1 Si. ;1 11,1
NIEETS, BF:ATV
otential caliber."
meet as fat, as I am’ talented, high -steppers and not has been clocked at 46.7 in the imp step .ild jump. Warne in- ,1.3 for the public. Some
powers Texas Southern, Oregon.
,1-.,
’The
big
State truck mentor Villanova and Arizona
Jared his knee in spring football ’ tickets May Ice on sale at the eiie
!quarter mile. Eves had a res’eir
San Jose
State. In concerned is the triangular meet , bad on the curves, either.
words
those
quipped
all, nine schools bid for his talents. with Cal and Arizona State at I The Beavers, who Bud Winter i knee operation so it’s question,ra, practice dins week, but the in- S tomorrow.
hd Winter
’ rates as one of the top five track I whether he’s :it full spt-ed or 1.(’
jury is only minor.
Moody, freshman sprint
the Berkeley campus.
ASH geneml admission
!bout Ed
WORK HARDER
There / meet Forrest Beaty. ’dynamos in. the country, move into I
be the best
Lloyd Murad (9.6) will rind1,,,,i,e-rts ,24-7,,,) and Lester and $1.50 tor tile public.
respect, who could
"I work ii act. harder here than
Ullli
lenge
t.ses
in
the
eentisr
I
the
110,1(1S
t
are
the
I
23.0
nation’s
Spart,a,
top
prep
sprinter
last SPartan Field luinni’mw against
history.
I did in high sciaiol," Moody said.
printer in SJS
till t
-sparked Spartans.
Dwight Middleton 148.1) viii chief threats in the field esenis
here
"I run three 330’s three times a ’earl and I think I ciin beat hirn
leld esen tskickoff the var- I meet Noroffman
Winter said, "our motto
m R
(47.4) in Roberts has a 49-3 leap in the
but
he’s too strong
rivof
out
week,
champions
10
110-yard
sprints
twice
In
the
century’
to make
! the 440.
triple jump. Bob Love-joy with a
in the ’z’20."
we
with
Ed
but
a
week,
work
on
the
blocks
WHERE’S CHARiA .and
!rage athletes,
Beaty holds the prep record of
Spartan
wins
in
the
100
and
440!
6-61i
leaf, in the high jumps an holder
-record
world
1....-----7,---------jlI make a
I
20.2
for
the furlong set in 1961.
and a surprise showing in the in.,
- champion."
za of a
Ed is c(a-captain ,,r the freshman
:n -lay could spell a San Jose S!. .
Ed started running in fourth
team along with distanceman Joe
ss in --providing other locals Del
IDA’S New Shop
nine years old.
Neff. He thinks the chances of the
rade when he was
turn as expected.
kids at school
the
of
most
h
is Now OPEN!
beat
1
hush repeating as national chamI Hoffman also has a 1:49.3 le
beating them, so I
,... r Ilt164:::
s,
,a,ndT,..1,.
,,,,
pions are excellent if the men in
I mile written on his calling ...!.
aid kept on
running."
tIi.’ field events can come through.
lecided to keep on
Mike Gibeau i 1:49.7) and .1
When the Occasion is Forma:
Moody attended Mcelymorids
Moody has some fine running
Groothoff I 1.51.8i gave the
after
his
Oakland
in
Wear a Tux from IDA’S
mates in the sprints. Wayne Her- I
showings of their lives in the StanS
Nish School
to California from
man, Missouri State prep chamford Relays, and Winter is confiW.ents moved
ALL
NEW
CSNE
Mier
transcended
interests
Ili
pion, and Harold Vaughn of L.A.
dent the two can handle Hoffman
storwce
Aft/fAL
Dinner Jackets,
.lefferson will strengthen frost’
and Morgan Groth
lootball and track. He was art outA#Ccs. Ie amc.
a
well
as
as
Pants,
Shirts,
\
sprint material.
or/17"PN Ai/NUT’S .
ganding halfback
Ben Tucker, utIlis4. ht,t is
iCummerbunds,
After graduation, the Spartan’s
;printer.
4:03.6,
has
a
date
with
(trolls
were
days
Suspenders,
neves, sprint talent wants to go
Before his scholastic
(4:09.8) in the tulle. Fast-kickimi
and
into social work or coaching.
finished. Ed set school records in
Ben
may
111.1’ &WWe (I uts in the
eRezror4007:7
the
and
Accessories
§
And, like most top athletes.
the 100 .9.51. 220 120.71
880.
LA-N/A S. "4SlieS1
1
sosing or old. Ed Moody wants a
Allow hurdles 118.3). The latter
AlaflitR
Danny Murphy. in the
shot at the Tokyo Olympics in
6 a national prep record.
sTER lei CI .1
,
s
ki COLLEGE PATES
has Jerry Brady and Rich
1964.
NORTON CltEDITED
to consider, but if MtupM.
S7.50 COMPLETE
I pected help from Jeff
NORM HOFFMAN
.!
f’d credits his development to
ER
EtMhIf
. . . meets Middleton Horace Whitehead, look for r- ..
his personal friend and former
ED MOODY
proud
We’re
of
our
new
shop
cl
atI
SJSCithiellliall, Ray Norton. While
to
over
Jose
shine
the
eight-i.
so Kamm, of the meet,
. . . freshman flash
anT
,v TA
Come in and see II
u
gl ue er.
be was wall the San Francisco
eon
p.m. The first running (-sent
do
a
little
cross
country.
Norton
back,
flanker
a
as
Frank Marsh, of the Beavers
-Hers
begins
at
2
p.m.
Fresh
conspetiAic ARY
"I am working on the 220 to
looks to be a winner in the high qIDA’S TUXEDO RENTAL
schooled Moody in the art of
build up my strength because I
roOprsc...ots=3,
S.
hurdles, where he has a 14.1 and
.printing.
opens a thrill -packed afternoon
in the 330 hurdles.
Coach Winter acknowledged tend to flatten out at the end of
at 12:30 p.m.
that "this boy looks like a Ray my races. I expect to reach my
s
OSU, aside from being compared
peak
of
form
by
M,.y."
he
said.
N.rten."
U
with Lido’s (lancing finest, has
Ed is minfident that he can run
S.IS in his junior
:town into a definite track ma.’
chine in the past few years. The
Freshman track meilirine maul
Beavers aren’t too far behind their
Dean Miller will stop at nothing’
! rothers at Oregon in tuitional
.
short of first places tomorrow, asi b
pr onunence.
he prepares to show Oregon State I
The
names and times in Oregon
FOREIGN AUTO PARTS
e:41gitte the 4ifit-tainliiit:.
just how serious his thincluds are
State’s entry list can be terrifying
FAp
about being the best collegiate
I for opposition to look over, conI arcer opportunitie
ith the
(rush aggregation in the nation.!
sidering OSU has men who can
Sunday, March 17, we wear the 3 -leaf Shamrock for
r II ss t It
Nation’. Leading
Miller, who has already heaped double, triple, and compete in up !
’ national recognition on SJS dis- to five events if necessar)’.
the Irish, and good luck to them.
Rank.
tance runners. has a spirited cinSteve Pauly and Gary Stender group which plans to fatten lund are the most versatile
Miller’s pride with the No. 1 frosh Beavers. Pauly won a decathlon
Everyday you have the assurance of a first class parts
Interviews on
ranking. But, it won’t be easy.
berth on the United States conhouse so that your imported auto will not lack for
OSU and the Spartababes, both tingent which took on Russia at
March 19, 1963
powerhouses, will be running along Stanford last summer.
components.
with varsity competition at SparPauly’s best events are the 12’,
tan Field tomorrow. Foish field high hurdles (14.21 and javeim
Training Section
Contact your
105 W San Carlos
293-2129
events get under way at 12:30 (232-11 1,2). Stenlund is schedule.I
Eighth and Hill
Eatco, Inc.
p.m., with the running activity to compete in five events tomorOffice
Placement
Los Angeles, California
starting at 2 p.m.
row.
He’s best suited for the javelin
Spartan track boosters, who have
heen used to seeing Ed Moody,
!lash to one victory after another
in the sprints, will possibly get a
different look at the Oakland
speedster against little Beaver.
Corner 4th and Santa Clara
CT 2-7726
Moody could easily go in the
quarter mile against OSU’s Steve
Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Hogan. Hogan, the brother of
Southern California’s Kevin, Is a
Wholesale and Retail
Piedmont swiftie who Moody met
on occasions in the prep ranks
last spring.
Hogan is continually around the
MORRELL’S
.19-second mark. Miller feels
BACON SQUARES
lb.
Moody’s quick finish could decide
the race.
FRESH LINK SQUARE
lb.
John Garrison and OSU’s Doug
Parker renew their heated rivalry
BONELESS BEEF STEW
lb.
in the 880. Garrison was undefeated in dual meets through high
I school, but was nipped by Parker
CENTER CUT SLICED HAM
lb.
!in the state championships.
In the mile, San Jose’s Joe Neff
FRESH SPARERIBS (Small Size)
lb.
and OSU’s Gary Baker begirt their
Plenty of FREE PARKING
third year of competition against
Wholesale to Pratt, Sororlfies and Boarding Houses
Ione another. The two former prep
- standouts finished in a third place
tie at the 1962 state finals.
The national distance medley
freshmen record will be shot at by
both Oregon State and SJS. Running for the Spartans will be
Leon Rountree, Garrison, Harvey
Up front, ahead of a modern filter, only Winston has Filter-Blend...
Franklin and Neff.
MiRE

wed
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Job Interviews
National Drug Co. - Science,
business administration and liberal
arts majors for manuf act um ne
training program. Males only toil
citizenship required.

’Merriam, are now being held in
Building X, 303 S. Ninth St.. between
9,15 cm. and 415 p.m. Appointment
lists re put out in advance. Students
aro requosted to sign up assrly.-ED.
MONDAY:
California Packbig Corp.
Accounting, business, economics or
;my major interested in a business
training program in finance. accounting, office function and a
marketing training program and
for sales position.
Edgerton. Germeshausen &
Grier, Inc. - Electrical engineers.
and math and physics majors.
Owens-Corning Fiberglas-- and
Tuesday March it
Nlechanical,
and industrial engineers, industrial
technologists and business administration and marketing majors for
manufacturing and or sales and
contract training program. Males
only and citizenship requited.
Southern Pacific (o.-- Business
administration, engineering and
math majors and liberal arts with
math background Students, for
systems analysts and computer
programmers. Males only and citizenship required.
-

T1’F3S11.5:
linliin Bunk
Business and liberal arts majors for positions in all
areas of banking. Males only and
citizenship required.
Motorola Inc. -- Electrical engineers and physics majors for
senior scientist, microwave systems
design & development, analog signal processing circuit design and
digital systems. Males only and
citizenship required.
Montgomery Ward & Co.-Marketing. business. accounting or economies, finance or any major for
retail store and mail order management, store controller and credit managers. Males only.
Union Carbide Co. -- Business or
any interested majors and electrical engineers for sales of consumer
products, anti-freeze and repellants.

Hire a Prof IF( Officially Recognizes
Or Student Two New Social Fraternities
At Auction

Omega , will consist of !EC members and
will help to incorpotate parts of
.)iir system into their structure."
ternities on campus, were officialSigma

Alpha

Mu

and

Psi Phi, new national social ha-

extra so oak to be
Hase on
done" The Community Service
Committee is sponsoring a student -faculty auction Tuesday, and
to the highest bidders will go the
services of well-known San Jose
State personages.
This event is part of a weeklong campaign to raise funds for
the Campus Chest Drive. March
18-22. Revenue will go toward the
foreign student ;Mtn program and
1
o the United Fund.
The tentative goal of $1,000 will1
be divided equally between the
two programs, reports Wade Fosdick, chairman of the Community
Service Committee.
The student -faculty auction, to
he held in front of the cafeteria,:
will be followed by a campaign
directed to approved living centers. with speakers from service!
groups visiting the houses duringj
dinner hours to explain the drive I

ly

recognized

Council

by

Interfratemity

Wednesday

night.

Cultural Group
Needs Chairman

Both

houses had previously received acceptance from the Student cows-

ii

A chairman is needed to head
the Inter-Cultural Steering Corn. ,
mittee, which currently is drawing I
plans for International Week this!
May,
reports acting chairman,’
George Yarnru-noto. A subconunit- I
The vote was unanimous to ex- tee chairman for the group is needcept them on a probationary status ed also.
for one year. During this period!
Student interested in the chairIFC will act as an advisory boardImanships may contact George!
and help them in organization and Yamamoto in Allen Hall, or by ’
and solve any problems that might phoning 294-8741, or Jay Thorarise, according to Howie Reed, waldson, ASB information officer,
IFC vice president.
in the College Union, extension
Reed added "The advisory board 2627.
1

The fraternities first submitted
membership rosters. copies of their
constitution,
tentative financial
statements and names of their adAlters to the council members.

Spartaguide
study at5.:4.:nap.nmt
at (
TODAY:
: (imr
Thir,d:cwhisane
Balkan Alliance: Free dance les- Antonio Streets.
beginners’
special
at
given
sons
class; WG21. 7:30 p.m.
Clam: Special meeting
790 Can
Pal (’hi: Dr, Ben C. Finney, as- Avenue; car taxi’ meets ittS
00(15
psychology
of
and
San
professor
Carlos
sociate
at 5 15 km,
speaks at home of Dr. Brian PenMONDA1’:
dleton, 344 N. 21st St., S p.m.
W lllll en’a Reereatien Sissn:
Women’s Recreation Asian.:
Council mia ini,. Vi i
I 1, i prn
Tumbling in WG, 3:30 p.m.
Stodent Peace I Moo:
Riksit
Speech and Hearing Club: StuSchutz, legislative retires
dents will talk with student teachie
for
"Lobby
for
Peace" will speak
ers in the field; SD235, 12:30 p.m.
on "The Washington Scene"; elm,
"Peace
Student Peace Vidon:
teria rooms A & 13, 3:30 p.m.
committee
Booth
Information
Spartan (’hl: Officers
Jose
holds planning meeting; San
meting at
Peace Center on Porter Boulevard, 6 p.m.: general meeting at 7 p.m
in
TH13.
7 p.m.
TOMORROW:
Weekend Co-Ree: Recreation activities in WG, 12:30 p.m. to 4:30
p.m.
SUNDAY:
Tri-C Club: Seminar at 9:45 a.m,
and second half of series on Bible

Special Student limm

TYPENN It ITERs
MODERN 01,1,11
MAClI I \ F
12.1 to. San Fentande

it,

No Subject Restricted

CARS AVAILABLE
To Be Driven To

In Lyke Interviews

Oregon and Florida
Call 294-4243

From race relations to "Pea- intsirviesas each has offered their
nuts," Lyke, campus feature maga- candid remarks.
Peter. Paul and Mary. popular
zine. has covered all topics in perfolk singing group, will be added
sonality interview articles.
to Lyke’s growing list of personIn the magazine’s 15-year his- ality interviews. Members of thel
tory, such notables as Erskine trio, will speak out on popular folk
Caldwell. Mort Sahl, Alfred Hitch- singing in the magazine which
cock and Charles Shuts have goes on sale Wednesday at various
graced Lyke’s pages. In private campus locations.
Famous people are not so tightlipped as can be revealed by past
;sues of Lyke:

TEXT OUTLINES

HERB CAEN
San Francisco Chronicle’s columnist Herb Caen described his
meeting of Sally Stanford, ". . .
in line of duty . . . I really met
her on a Yellow Cab tour of the
cit. It was one of those regular
:top; of the lour, just like Willie
Mays’ house is tam. Everyone
would stop at Sally’s and go in.’’
Alfred Hitchcock revealed to
ILyke what really scares him.
1 -Everything ,.,I’m seared of policemen. I hate trouble of any
kind and I can’t stand the idea
ii getting a ticket even for parking. The suspense is too great

get yourself a quick, handy
guide to your text. Easy to
understand and a great
boost to grades.

Peter Chung, Special Agent

Leader of the Mouth
Last month, our successful
colleague led this Agency in
sales. As a State Mutual specialist, he’s well equipped to
assist you in planning a sound
financial future through life
insurance
PETER H. CHUNG
SAN JOSE AGENCY
2062 Forest Ave.
Son Jose 12, California
Tel. 292-4435

Barrens Education Series
Littlefield Adams outlines
Monarch outlines
Hyntarx outlino Series
and many more
at the cereals+, bookstore

Roberts’
Book Co.

STATE
MUTUAL
OF AMERICA

Mort Sahl said of his leisure
ime during college, "I was a very
skinny kid. I hung around the
eight -lifting* room so that
I
go after all of those girls
-silo looked like guys next to me.1
time, not realizing that
girls who feel inadequate.

- Book Specialists 4th across from Library

’PEANUTS.’ AUTHOR
Charles Shulz. oriuinsitor of the
’,vise
comic strip "Peilivii s’’ ihow
eiii.1and voiced his opinion on
*.i humor. "I think that this
typi of humor is the product. of a
completely immature and irresponsible mind."

Spentai.ta
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
’59 Ford :.

Lgat. furn. 2 mm, apt. for I or 2. 560.565
util. no. 505 S. 7t5. 294.6879 aft. 2

for eider
= 3016.

’62 MGA Ml 11
;
equioed
--. Rerr orter. Coll LY 3.1

I.bedroom apt, for rent. 342 S595 s resell, Ca 272.3025.
WANTED

I Dishwasher wanted for dinner
Gsi =is meal. Call CY 7-9989,

’62 Vespa 150. 1350/offer.
2o’ 4547. 690 So Elth. nor. 1

PI.

mes’s

I

Male roommate f.-r mr 297.1570. IS
gel. ’57 Morris Er --;
;
ii--- No. 2 Nes- -. , kAl’ve. ’,Um.. See l.,
Couple over 25 .5 -E., ,e
:^ ,
Sur., Sun, Ar’e’
....-1- - it-- Ss . & ’me sr,".e-,

40 miles

per

C,- - .
t,,S ,...r -..-- -----Roberts stereo
Pun 795- i457

Irr.

$265.11 Male Roommate ’’ ’6’’’’’" ^;:-’
5kees 9,$40 295.3697
1
App, apt contract - - ,,,.
- .0. Small banjo of Dixieland group;
C1,01 rare! Cs 1 Lisds Weiser+. 295 ’singer Apply afte 4 p.m., Her,-,..
417 S. in.
9613.
40 Plymouth wagon, P/H W.W. good Ride for 3 girls to C-. ’,sod 1,,iveson. $125. 264 5214. L.A. v.0, this Friday s er.,
feta 670 a IS tires. App",,. 600
After 4.30 r.m. 429 P1. 9,h
Cirte8

297.
Sue

.A.,
FOR SALE

i-

Good

Typewriter, p,no w
0
=.30 Cal 251.4052 ir

.

’53 Stude v 5 55 ’She., V =

58 A111,

H.I.

.Is
I

-

s

--

I-

sjs.

Fore

1 bdrim. apt 1...-tro 633 So, P

Art

I Hr.,. X
ass1 .’5My!, room S.,

SERVICES

Aveileble for Isouseererlt on Sc’
ITer
P fr1 294 2922
"

-

$2260

... n"" et

100 wedding invitation. $11_95. rpon in
gold, free. AL 2-9191, day-nite.
i;
ry, s

FOR RENT
men

LES LICENCIEStes
RAL vous donnera
bientot. AL COR P .

Auto insurance for students, Phone 749
2420 Chet Bailey Ins. 385 So. Monroe
Soael.

APPrOVild

Superfleous heir removed for life A. L
Nantelle, R.E. 210 So. 15t 794409

-/

;
r

PERSONAL

MINN

H00v,

299

19’
=9’

IS THIS THE WAY YOU’LL
CHOOSE YOUR JOB?

Typing:per page
21? 21.10
CLASSIFIED
250 a line
20e
line
2

RATES:
first insertion
succeeding insertions
lieu minimum
- TO PLACE AN AD:
Call et Shake+ Affein OfficeRoos 16, lower H11, or
Sand in Handy Order Mad
with Cheek or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Hawaii Summer
Beckons Coeds
Kathryn
lon house’’’
.
that she

71

Delta Upsiannounces
1 t a group of
.’opus to the
aii Summer

! join several
in campuses
I alited States
of the nationally
I
Tiiir, which is
ind fun proie. althoiigh
,
membership.
:i a into ian erai
Hirai af resi..i;loll interests
zie,itest of personal
nrl assistance to
1.:ach member has
t ! .rinitory residence
the campus
,rsity of Hain apartment
ineV.
in Surf Hotel
’. hich flit!
-ornplete and
daily hotel ,,-..ens. including
Maid service.
The 8389 tour price includes
jet hetwnen the West
flo , and Hawaii, living anffprrm,olat ions for 5% nights,
and n most diversified scherjoie
of mai, dinners. partie,.
iv),
sightseeing
n
,iimd cultural
;WI,’ ,
Trull’ member, :I’, lid
;it
IS,
.rer
morning at the University il
the iii with the afternoon and
eft free for sun and
!iaiki and other erefiS.
NITfilINTShip is Still open for
-liege girls on this campus.
Students wishing further infor,,ition and enrollment TAMS
o.o "roll or \-0.0
At
f
T wits Upsilon
et,
11th St
Ilia- ielephntsp

If you flip a coin between just a couple of jobs, you’re not giving yourself the best odds
on real opportunity. Give yourself better than 50-50 by looking at both sides of the coin,
with every company. The Bell System, for example. Talk to our college interviewer and
you’ll find we offer excellent opportunities for you technical, engineering, business and
liberal arts majors to put what you know to work. Plus some unique advantages: immediate responsibility, rapid advancement, and an atmosphere you can grow in. We’ll
have to be honest about the odds, though. If you qualify for a job with the Bell System
(and the odds are just 1 in 7 you will , we’ll give you every chance for a top career.
We’re looking for the heads-up man, Openings in the following Bell Srtem COrnPa

fTTW ENTILANfi 7t,
Tr. (PHONE OF ff. .
WIST;OfISIPI TELEP11,...;
SILL TEEETHoNE

WESTERN ELECTRIC

5,5
& "
’F.LEP

TEl r.r

;

1.11.1{7 frit.;

PI,
,H
!,)
Pikr.iFif. TEL X
es’ili
071, Too.PfT0fIE CO. P,101.1til
.’ Sli S tO S Ni. r
HES. & POT. TELEPHONE r.E..). AMERICAN TEL. &

0 Pacific Telephone

AN EQUAL Ooi

tl,,C)(L,1

.AN

SANDIA CORPORATION

INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS MARCH 21 & 22, 1963

Site Changed
For Alma Trio

TEMPO

rd ar)d San

.spartan Ilady Entertamment Guide
7tin (’oe
!It Sesesth
) Ism.

120 pat.
1)r. Robeit
tresentatiie
will speak
^ene": eaf,
) p.rn
nusitingig
g at 7 Pit

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, MARCH IS, 1963

Watercolors
hown at
rt Gallery
watercolors told,
The exhibit of
Barye
Oplure by Antoine Louis
paling Monday in the SJS art:
an exhibit
ilery will isit only
4reat art, it will also bring
sa international recognition for
Jose State College, according
Altonz Lengyel, assistant pro.
OW Of all Leagyel, who was instrumental
bringing the exhibit to San Jose
late. also noted that the works of
irye were praised by the Ameripublic lei,ire they were men,
ignized al France, Bruye’s
wary tengyel feels that the I
wing will help promote goodilllicticeen the U.S. and France.
stated that news of this ex- ’
ibit was heing sent to France by
THE ALMA TRIO
French embassy.
. . . Los Gatos it, Carnegie
Mention of the SJS exhibit will
so he made in German, French.
nish. and Mexican journals.
Lengyel. Professor Lengyel
just published a book on AnSoartim Fay, low-ccist housini
ne Harp., entitled "The Life development for married students,
Art of A. L. Barye."
is a "complete city," with its own
The exhibit will he open until
mayor and city council.
pril 111.

Low -Cost Housing

TONIGHT film SATURDAY

THE FOLK THEATRE
970 So. 1st
presents

classical and flamenco guitarist

EDWARD ELLISON
program of international folk music
plus
RAND, BOB, AND ALEX FOLK TRIO
a

Thursday- Sunday

CV. 3.1953

different.
It is daring.
Most of all, in its
own terrifying
way, it is
a love story...

8 p.m.- 2 a.m.

HELD OVER
SECOND
BIG WE! K

It is

ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATIONS

Loeatie en for
tonight’s 8:15
1,11P114(4 to hole
, performance of chamber music by! performance for the public, ttde
I the Alma Trio has been shifted’. group first hppci._-ed in Los Gatos
I front Morris Dailey Auditorium to, in 1844. They .ontinued playing
Concert H a I I. The change was together during eurruners for .Vvmade because of aeoustical prob- eral years.
lems in Morris Dailey, according
The grout, t.,_e toured the t:ri:t.d
to Linda Jones, rhairrram of Spar-. States, Alioiti cuba and New
tern Programs ’ommit tee.
Zealand In 1954 they won este.The trio. which is recognized as, daily high praise for a serie.
one ot the finest ensembles play- al I-Fieethovcn concerts in New
ing works for violin, cello and, York. and for their appearance .n
piano in the world. is being pre- . the Beethoven triple concerto o-th
sented to the Spartan Programs the Itottest r S tr ’,Amy ()reto
Committee. The group takes its ra.
name front the Alma estate of
’rickets Si, the inh’s perrortn.th e
Yehudi Menuhin in the Santa Cruz are available at the Student
Is
Mountains. when. the members fairs Business Offal. T1114; ’The
first began playing several years !tickets are free to students od
;tee,
$154) for toe put.),

Flamenco Guitarist
To Present Varied
Program Tonight

-Most of the cwt.:Jailers come
up from the Ash Grove in Los Angeles," commented the owner of;
the Folk Theater when explainingl
about the entertainment for tonight.
A flamenco guitarist who alsoi
sings opera has the first billing’
and will offer many international
songs done in a classical styling
lie is considered a baritone with
a future in music by many in the
opera and folk singing circles.
Also billed by the Folk Theater.
970 S. First St., are a folk trio.,
Rand. Bob, and Alex who sing!
"pure" folk songs and lots of blues.
One is a folk singer on a local
radio station.
The Folk Theater, open from 8
to 2 am., serves coffees, teas, hot
chocolate, cider, and their speiidity, cappiehino.
p p ea ring next Thursdds
Rita Weill singing unusual versions of traditional English, Irish
and Scottish ballads. She accompanies herself on a variety of in’ strurnents.
llootenannys, where everyone
!nay bring instruments and "sing
:long." are held every Sunrias
ernoon.
The Folk Theater charges 75
i’ents cover on Thursday evening
I performatives, and SI on weekends.

After Six Years,
We’ve Come to Life
Again!

Three SJS Students
;alse F ire Alarms
Id James Fitzsimmons. 22,
Bedding St.
rio was arrested just after
it Friday by three San
olice officers who were
out in an unmarked pollee
r a fire alarm box at Ninth
ed Streets when they saw
arn in a false alarm,
ding to police records. the
.rned in alarms at First
m Salvador Streets, and
and San Carlos in addition

Sin fonia To Present
Program Tuesday
Musl, .:,nging from Beethoven perform
r.4
Milhaud .red
Shostakovirh will be presented Sonatine
Movements I y
1..\ Phi Mu Alpha Sintonia, men’s Gni loU.
;,,,fessional music fraternity, Tues.
A novelts or the program
I;, y evening at 8:15 in Concert be a perforrrocrod ci Shostakovict ’a
I Lill.
Four Prelude, :t,7 Two Tromberae
The iirogram will open with the, to be perforineo by Gary Wulte -n
Duo in F Major by Beethoven, fea- and Melvin Von.
turing Elliott Charnow and Jerry
Also ineluileo ts the Concerti, is
Dagg on clarinet and bassoon.
E Flat to ifeesier George Mctia-.Loren Smit h, saxophone, and nell, clarine 7 ..r.e Joan Bridges ...Valerie Nash, accompanist. will , eompanist
it-.-f’ soloists.

§rsRoo 81411
Ee iZtacks

TROPICAIRE
Twit-Von Drive-In

DRIVE-IN
"DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES"

Sc. JO,

-A CHILD IS WAITING"

"WHO s G.0

Teat ACTION"

’PERIOD Of ADJUSTMENT"
400 South First St.
Or’,, ten-’ Iat-co
’t SPIT ON YOUR GRAYS"

..Lood.0
Cf S r.O.lSTMENT

’SILENT WITNESS"
7
306(
TOWNE CV
1433 The Alameda
"VIRIDIANA"
Will strike your sem. I; k no+1,19
you hose seen before
"THE RISK"

39i SorNI First
-Cote tsbip 04 feeee s Path,

SARATOGA Z.
14502 Big Oasis Way
IsSin"C is se AN

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER
end
GIRL WITH A SUITCASE

NOW
PLAYING

JIM SPARLING
. . . arrested

iy Voting In
.1 Doll Contest

to the one for which they were
arrested.
The police stakeout had been
;wronged after earlier false alarms
had been reported in the area
around the campus.
The trio was booked at County
Jail and the $262.30 bail was posted at 3 a.m. Friday.
Dean of Students Stanley Benz
said no college action will be
taken until he has talked to the
three men. "When we get the
facts, the whole matter will probably come up to the judiciary,"
Dean Benz said.
"It’s unfortunate they could not
have thought of a better way to
celebrate the victory without running afoul of the law," Dean Benz
said.
Dean Benz was referring to an
. intramural basketball victory.
Accoiding to Deputy District
Attorney Susannah Walters, no
.tlea has been heard from the
rio.
ASR Pres. Bill Hauck is expected to comment on the matter

Flight Simulator
Contributions Are
Psych Prof’s Topic

Problems of predicting experi
,iniiiis in interplanetary flight by
,jcOf simulators is the topic under
discussion today when Dr Brant
Clark professor of psychology, lecy voting for the Soph Drill tures at 2:30 in CH235.
will take place Thui sciay
Dr. Clark will speak about the
iday in front of the cafe.’ psychological contribution with
,irrailator experiments, devices that
trid bookstore.
w folk singing group, the reproduce in part some of the ef3 will perform Monday, fects expected to be experienced
25. between 2:30 and 4 p.m. in space. He will also illustrate
lie winning candidate will some findings from his research.
iounced. The living group
One device. a "slow rotation
ionsors the winning ranch.
or a rotating space platill win a trophy.
’ f irm, is used to note the signifiof the money made from cant aspects :mil consequences of
nest will be for the sopho- people living in a constantly rolass’s orphan.
Itatine room or "merry-go-round."
Experiences in World War II
with the U.S Naval School of
Aviational Medicine in Pensacola,
Florida. heightened Dr. Clark’s
interest In psychology’s contribution to aviation safety. In 1951 and
1952 he served as head of the
Aiiition Psychology Lab in Pensacola,
. Carson Mountain Men. the
From aviation. Dr Clark’s inin Stingers and the Amen- terests gradually evolved to space
ssociation of Fast Draw psychology and interplanetary
flight. Along with publications and
ants interested in joining writings of his work and research,
summer troupe may call Dr. Clark is on the Editorial Adfekends at El Gato 4-7185, visory Board for Aerospace Medidress is 35 Spring St., Los cine, ninternational monthly
aazine

quests
;tance

TONY’S GOT WOMEN TROUBLE!
Waal! you see their
hiiaricas

Xlisnz.tiland

Pizza
Refreshments
Live Music

JaCK Lennon and Lee Remit
159mm OF wine an nosey,

-7.JAcKr,’,UAAN.

WIN
Nikita lbw briSberiaiglii!
’oi1tM55 %WIC " Waled tri BON EVESESS- RuanensititatPlal

nd
rid
qee’ll
er.

Ali at

Hambone’s
417 S

Only

i.upOUHD3
ofROU.e.
SON E PEN Elf E .0Ni[vax

PHILSIMRS

SECOND FEATURE

"MYSTERY SUBMARINE"

orliwas 11/1* woos lie MUM". IN were
first being to listen to a talk given Loi re. who is simultaneousl purwithout aiming It is impossible
by Edward Norris, SJS instructor sued hy police and by underworld
to take aim, point and fire in 34 in English, on the place for schol- leaders.
1100.000 of a second.
Actor Alan Bade’ portrays a
arship in a fraternity man’s life.
MAI. however, can split a bulwho
brings
stranger
to
a
quiet
Secondly, to acquaint pledges
let fired from 15 feet away, on
town
all
the
ingredients
of
a
fanwith IFC rules and thirdly, to
a knife blade.
give the pledges a chance to meet tastic. crime in "The Stranger Left
The .357 magnum that Wall uses
No
Card."
each other.
is the second largest hand gun in
Admission to the event is fret
Coffee will he served. The meetfirepower and recoil action on the
ing is open to any interested stu- to *11 ASB students and faculty holder’s hand. The .44 magnum,
members.
dent.
which sometimes requires two
hands to hold can penetrate an
ongine block with no fuss at all.
Dr. Putney To Talk
The 357 revolver he similar to
Of Abortion Reforms
tIii’ police 38 revolver, only ;he
shell is longer and carries a
Dr Snell Putney, assistant proir Arturo B
proiessol eerresisindingly heavier charge.
lessor of sociology, will dismiss
of philosophy, well review his own
Wall is looking for talented stu"thoughts on reasons for resist- book, "Art and
Existentialisrs’ at dents to work with him during
ance to abortion reform" at to- Wednesday afternoon’s book talk the slimmer on an entertainment
morrow night’s meeting of the at 12 30 in rooms A and 13 of the circuit.
Citizens’ Committee for Humane college cafeteria. The book deals
Singers, instrument players and
Abortion Laws, according to Pat with the quest for authentic ex- those with stage talent for is
Maginnis, president
istence.
western -atmosphere troupe are
All interested persons are InDr. Faille() received his Ph.D. in eligible for Wall’s planned troupe
vited to attend the Fl pm. meeting philosophy in 1940 at Northwestern
Wall is a member of several
at 117 S Eighth St.
Lnivetbity, Lvaszston and Chicago). "western" organizations such as

Prof To Review
His Own Book

by 13,1, Nss
!AIL STOOKEY
of the nationally-famed folk -song trio, Peter,
Reul, and Mary
gazes through a copy of LYKE magazine during
Monies/ for the feature magazine’s spring issue which goes on
The folk sing,ng threesome are featured m the
int Wednesday.
issue for the spring semester.

MICHAEL C. WALL, with deadly looking .357 magnum revolver
pointed at the camera, illustrates the stance and form of five
fastest gun alive. Wall has drawn his gun in 34 100,000 of

wand.

Piriday, March 15, 1983

S--ENTERT/UNMENT GUIDE

n t ft v

IIAPART Vs;

March 15, 191

Old World Charm in Dining

Job Interviews

-0-

Interviews are now bing held in
Building X. 303 S. Ninth St.. between
9:15 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. Appointmnt
list
put out in advanc. Students
ere requested to sign up early.ED.
are

.4 ftlerieff.s

National Drug Co.
Scion
business administration and Itta
arts majors for manufactut
training program- Males onlY ’
citizenship required.

4

Ac- TUESDAV:
counting. business, economic: or
[Mon Bank
Business and
any major interested in it businoss eral arts majors for positions ir
training program in finance, ac- , areas of banking. Males only
counting. office function and a citizenship required.
marketing training program and
Motorola IIIC. -- Electrical
for sales position
gineers and physics majors
Edger t on. Gennesiustamen & senior seientist.
microwave systi
Grier, inc.-- Electrical engineers. design
& development, analog
and math and physics maims.
nal processing circuit design
Owens-Corning Fiberglas land digital
systems. Males only
Tuesday March 19, Mechanical,
citizenship requited.
and industrial engineers. industrial
Montgomery Ward &
technologists and business adminketing. business. accounting or
istration and marketing majors for
onomics, finance or any major
manufacturing and or sales and
retail store and mail order ir
contract training program. Males
agement. store controller and ta
only and citizenship required.
it managers. Males only.
Business
Southern Pacific Co.
Union Carbide Co.
Busines.
adrniflLstration. engineering and
math majors and liberal arts with any interested majors and elec
math background --’students, for ’al engineers for sales rif consul
systems analysts and computer products, anti-freeze and re,

thrJuign
THURSDAY

Carp.

Parking

To Be Driven To

Call 294-4243

From

race

relations

to

10.)n

.;3,-A;Th

\Icily%

Monorail

a 1:

Rand

This upside-down look is not
Yogi, The Method, or an exercise
in control. It is usual for hand
puppet characters to hang by thei,
heels until brought to life in Ow
.,ne-man theater of George Las-

I ri. & "sat. Note -

(jade’, City _lio/Zrati
!;,4).

Market

arm/mm.1th

(.1

shaw.

7-2140’

"Backstage at the puppet theais more cock-eyed than at the
the ballet, or on Broadway."
said Latshaw, puppeteer and creator of the show, "Hand In Glove,"
, which will appear at the College
Theater tonight at R:15.
or

CONCERT OF STARS

The

LAWRENCE WELK’S
DIXIELAND BAND
The SONS of The
PIONEERS

No Subje
In Lyke Ii

Oregon and Florida

,,C

Wilda
Baughn

programmers. Males only and citi- hunts.
zenship required.

CARS AVAILABLE

There’s a strange topsy-sum’y
it,ater where the itetois stand oat
their heads is bile waiting for their
They arrive backstage fully
-,-s.
...turned and made Up an hour
the perk mance. Without
-!ore
Word, they take their
--low the stage and a aa
to begin.
to, !I,-

1151thrasi

ljd.mititill

tntlientic Itznarian Food
lInsic J’ -r Night

MONDAY:
California

lb’s(

Taces
lack Itnel
And ETtra Svc( at Attracti,m

Page Cavanaugh Jazz Band
TICKETS: 400, 5 25, 2.75, 2.25

carpenter
electrician,
:old stage hand as well as leadim
--haracter. supporting Pla.Yer, and
offstage voices. Here. one actor
may play a baby, a crocodile, a
nom a giant or a space creature
With a flick of the wrist and a’
change of voice, a new character,
appears on stage," commented Lat -Maw.

TUESDAY,
MARCH 19,
8:30 P.M.
s.t. jOSL
civic
1).
SAN JOSE
BOX OFFICE
CY50888

Tickets are selling for 75 cents
for students and public at the College Theater Box Office in the afternoon.

Sti CLAIRE
HOTEL
Mail wars
Accepted

nuts." Lyke. campus feature rot
line, has covered all topics in
sonality interview articles.

CONTINENTAL FOUNTAIN

$

Don’t wait ’til tomorrow
Come in today and try our
Fountain Specialities . . .

$

‘Z.

Delicious super sundaes
Giant houlogs and burgers
Continental breakfast
served all (la\

TEXT OUTLINES
get yourself a quick, bane
guide to your Sent. Easy
understand and a grey
boost to grades.

Peter Chung. Special Agent

Leader of the Month
Last month, our successful
colleague led this Agency in
sales. As a State Mutual specialist, he’s well equipped to
assist you in planning a sound
finanr,a1 future through life

1310

Barrens Education Series
Littlefield
Monarch

Auzerais

Adams outline
outlines

Hyrnars outline

Series

and many more
at the complete bookstore

tr.urIrCe

kl#4714FAMVKAWM

!U11110.)0.1A1.),Vkit

PETER H. CHUNG
SAN JOSE AGENCY

Roberts
Book Co.

2062 Forest Ave.
San Jose

12. California

Tel. 292-4435

STATE
MUTUAL
OF AMERICA

:1111ExiCAti FOODS
Combination plate No.
fried beans and Spanish
this weekend.

.
ei,ped
;.
..:;tet. Cal LY 3,

"c.

’4-,

’62

Vitae

40

ei-Ies

pork

tamale, one taco, re-

a

150

Special Sunday
Jam Sessions

Maria

728 North 13th St.

ste..0

.ela-te.

126S

Broiled to Your Specifications

Visit Our
LARIAT
Room
Soon

If

you enjoy a good steak in equally fine surroundings,
you will return again and again to Angelo’s Steal
House. Come in and insure yourself of fine dining.

Swing Along
The Gashouse MI-Stars

i

297.157C

ova,

List.

25

1

Male Roommate
14’
;

7 nights a week

FREE

295

Apply after 4 ore.
4,7 5. isr.

ANGELO’S

AL’S &

lief re-linients

EARL’S

STEAK HOUSE

Hem’

3830 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.

..e

"’tl,t.

PARK!

Gourmet Dinners

-

W W. gotoct Ride for 3 gide to Outage Cour
25
1,17. 764 5214. L.A. -.ea., this FridaY or

’49 Plymouth wagon.

n

2 13-6000

38 S. 3rd
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FUN ALL WEEKEND!

WANTED

Couple

Sat.,

App. sot.
1.43 ae!
’rs II.
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oat

Roberts

LITICNA

DANCIN(, FRID tY AND
S tTl 1111 \ ITES

vaga,w, JAkuAlukumwaz,-ww cAkAkmutuzakzuhual

lbeciroom apt. for rent. 342 Sr.
77.5 0
-,O. C.
272-3025.

Male roommate

Two SJS studeir,
They are Zoe Karin
as Emilia, and .1;uties
Montano.
Another SJS ,tialret,jam
Dunn, is direct,or
The role of Ia.,
most famous villian. ss ill Iv am
by Joseph Glasner
Reserved scat ticket,
I
830 p.m. perfortnanceo,
15, 16, 22 and 23 arc s2 f.,iand $1.25 for Oft’.
!
lions and inform:,,,,
.
Jai
at the Theater Gt
at the Wendell
lice. 293-6252.

appearing.

s.-4.7tAllilgfe-,7--

0

Dishwasher wanted in, dinner
’-n -64
‘I’ 7.9989.

fp

ild To Present Othelic

Shakespeare’s classic drama of
jealousy and revenge, "Othello,"
will be presented tonight at 6:30
by the San Jose Theater Guild in
the Montgomery Theater, Civic
Auditorium.
Beginning at 8 p.m., Dr. James
0. Wood, SJS pmfessor of English.
svi ll present a special half-hour lecImplicit ture entitled, "Othello
tions for a Modern Audience."
Starring in the title role of the
Guild’s 56th production will be Ma jor Paul Payson. Appearing as
othello’s wife Desdemona will toe
Carolyn Dunn, now in her sixth
year as a Guild performer.

Lg.. fora 2 rm. apt. for I or 2. $6
505 S. 756. 294-6879 afr.
-

FOR SALE

’S9 Fo.-d
-

G

Also appearing will be Tra
rice, all for only $1.25. Come out
Robbins, rage among the supper
oc
C clubs, and Page Cavanaugh and his,
old;
jazz group.
Open Sun. -Thou. ’fil 10 p.m.
956 Pork Ave.
I
Tickets are on sale at the San
,I
Fri and Sat. IN 2 ant
293-1101
’Jose Box Mee.
Sainte Claire
rirreff,YATif=1.rnrifti-rntrirtMc.,)MMMIYMMIM 1 tote!.

CLASSIFIEDS
62 MGA Mi. 11
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@There need be no introduction
for Lawrence Welk’s Dixie Land
to Rand. Jack Imel, one of the most
cSpopular performers in the Well;
troupe, will also be featured.

Jor

, charade,
-.., tonight

in ’College Theater at 8:15.

Appearing in the concert will he
The Sons of the Pioneers who has,.
F. I,een seen in over 100 motion pietomes and were featured with such
t’ .tarti at; Roy Rogers, Bing Crosby.
hain Wayne and ninny others.

0

OUR TAMALE KITCHEN

across from Libror

Spattan

1

"Ilw 1w,t and ,,nly Bay Area appearance of Concert of Stars will
- ’enliven the San JOSC Civic Audit
1 rium with its performance Tues’day. March 19, at 8:30 p.m.

TOPSY-TURVY WORLD of the backstage puepi
the "Actors" standing on their heads while wa,ti
cues. George Latshaw is shown holding one of
in acting position. He will be presenting "Hand in

6,....

look Specialists

4th

Latshaw’s
puppeteer,
a
As
! height is strongly in his favor.
Standing over six feet high, he has
a reach of 83". This allows him to
perform with one puppet on the
stage while another may appear
about, beneath, or at the side of
the stage. He is probably the only
puppeteer today capable of moving
his characters in such a large play Mg area.

Band Jazz
Group Play
In Concert

at the fabulous

Zss

puppeteer-actor is stagy

manager,

"I

In the magazine’s 15-year
tory, such notables as F.rs1
(aldv:ell, Mort Sahl, Alfred Hi
cock and Charles Shulz 1
graced Lyke’s pages In pr:
--------

Colorful World of Puppets

794 7972

Typing: per pag...tr.
29? ;et,
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Tr) PLACE AN AD:
Cell 0 Student Affairs Offic
Room lk Tower Hall. or
Send in Nand+ Order Rani
with Check or Money 0,411.
No

Phone Orden

I’

.crierinIc
410,
1)Plri)

I.
,4zht

and rultara,
necessary I ’ii
members attend
III,
ession elas,es in
at the University of
with the afternoon and
If
colligs left free for sun arcl
: .1, at Waikiki and other arvii
Membership is still open for
-Heee girls on this campus.
ttidents wishing further inforancl enrollment forms
ill or visit Miss cassia St

mo, :-a.

lo,1.-,-

liberal arts majors to put what you know to work. Plus some unique advantages: immediate responsibility, rapid advancement, and an atmosphere you can grow in. We’ll
have to be honest about the odds, though. If you qualify for a job with the Bell System
(and the odds are just 1 in 7 you will , we’ll give you every chance for a top career.
We’re looking for the heads-up man. Openings in the following Bell Sy-tem Companies:

Florist, 61

Her

t..r,

telephone

P

WESTERN ELECTRIC

rio Pacific Telephone
a’.

r

,

SANDIA CORPORATION
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luegrass Albums Have Contrasts;
deal Wagner Record Available

PLAY Ili 1101.1..S 01 1411.F IN 21/2 HRS,
0\1,1
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(II w.f..
GIWEN Ill 1101 I
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likis-zrass
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Resaiiis offer a study in
art
rots
one medium.
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Original Sound of Flatt
,mssaany MG207731, is.
album is ,
of the too. The
!ego if old master record-,

I show dams
ling for their
his characien
;love" foni

)thell

Grandma’s

ago liters
an, still is
r.
tickets
lances an Mi.
are S2 fis
idents. Pso
t ion al e isfl
uild. 251 -sr
vatkins

A more tongue -in -check sytle of
hiliegrass
nffered-on ’The Intiaduction of the Nob Lick Upper
.10,000,"
(Mercury
MG20780).
! "Knob Lick," the album jacket
notes. "is a town in Kentucky. Ups,
per 10,000 is translated from a
German term tneaning ’gentry.’"
The 10,000 is a young group, which
formed at Oberlin College, a
school with a formidable reputation for collegiate bluegrass.
This album is a real goer. Selections are more "folky" than the
Scruggs efforts, and the album
seems to have more timeliness.

227.9280

S

Spartan Special
ONLY wall SJS
STUDENT BODY CARD

I)’ Zoe Ka
iuries Issas,
"talon!, J

Mailoson Isteak
’ A
is si of Flatt & Scrtc.. fans
everywhere . the old tune can al ,
-I
ways stand one more exposure, as
it gives Scrugg’s fin,g fingers an
excellent chance to show their ’
proven versatility.

The rest of the album has less
rut hefts-cell 9949 and 1951 by
:crags’s. and a background: appeal for the casual bluegrass
atich oiries from band to. fan. The accent is less on the
"folk" aspect of the music (which
’s best effort, still a clue- has been largely responsible, I
ai. is the perennial think, for the tremendous increase
it the Nl
in its popularity, than it is on the
II114111111111111111111111111111 "country" side. For dyed-in-thewool Scruggs fans, though, the album has appeal.

tiC

’7amplete Dinner
(11-111ERN FRIED
cllICKEti
-

1/1 \11’1.1 NU,S

1.00

ND

Can

Eat!

with garlic bread and salad

CHARCOAL BROILED
Served with Salad
and
STEAKS Vegetable
$1.29
Baled Potato

fE Al

5.

t,. 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sum. It a.m. to 7 p.m.

LYN’S BAR-B-Q
CY 54871

Childs manages this, and add s
yet more spice to an already exsellent album GM
*

*

*

Two new recordingn have been
released recently feattiring tut,
ladies currently dominating opera
stages ansind the world.
Their backgrounds and style.
of singing are as different as they
could possibly be. One is ills
Swedish dramatic soprano Birrii
Nilsson and the other is the coloratura soprano from Australia Joan
Sutherland.

eancho Verde
and Dri% in..

Golf 1,4,ar-t
55

N11’4’8(41’8’
She is able to project her voice
over Wagner’s huge orchestra with
clarity and ease. It’s not just a
big voice, however. It’s also a
iiice that is controlled, clear and
beautiful.

311 N. It toff Julian)

CT 7-9755

This opera is a product of the
early 19th century Italian school
of "hel canto" writing, a type of
singing in which Miss Sutherland
apparently has no rivals at the
present time.
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Ricarzoos

Atmosp.h.r. .
Plus

Delicious Pizza...
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Three SJS Students
False F ire Alarms
.id James Fitzsimmons, 22.
Heckling St.
.rio was arrested just after
It Friday by three San
lice officers who were
out in an unmarked police
r a fire alarm box at Ninth
ed Streets when they saw
urn in a false alarm,
"ding to police records, the
amed in alarms at First
an Salvador Streets, and
awl San Carlos in addition

Plus

Great Jazz ...
Equals
THE PLACE TO GO

Ricardo’s
C
Horne Delivery
and FecI Tc. Go

Open

-1

P

..tn. Dail)

218 Willow

C Y 4-4009

Archie’s

7

1,a.

Special!
JIM SPARLING

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK DINNER

$1.49

NEW VORIt
STEAK DINNER

$1.75

Srsi.a wed( end morning
meal plotoems with our
Saturday ?rid Sunday
SPECIAL BRE/INF/1ST

V
./

arc les
Steak louse
r -e Parking

So. 2nd St.

liellini is notorious for the diffi(Idly of some of his coloratura
si citing and "La Sonnambula" is
a prime example of his florid, ornamented, dazzlino sole of wriiiiis
for the voice
’ kkkit:Ala)AA 14A,V, :...... :’.t.).’4,toVsaA,$) kl’o:414klaSsoIXQZ7A7AZIA.1,,ikls, ,. _
But it apiasils the h.tutlii. the I
role, the better La Sutherland sings. In this latest recording she
is able to meet the full challenge
of Bellini’s music, handling trills,
cadenzas and other vocal embel,
lishments almost effortlessly.
Pete Za says. ’Our pizza crusts
’
No wonder in Italy they call her
are definitely not made of old
i s Stupenda!"--B.P.
straw hat brims." Our crusts are
-- -the thinnest, most delicious crusts
this side of Rome. So splurge,
"ti & Luigi,’ PIZZERIA
Drop by right now and try one of
our pines with the S.B. degree.
SPECIALIZING IN
PIZZA. SPAGHETTI, LASAGNE
Don’t forget ... we have ragtime banjo
SANDWICHES
and piano music filling the air on Friday
and Saturday nights. Sc cerise out and
OPEN TO
sing along with "Jolly" Joe and Jack.
LUNCH

oundings,
o’s Steak
e dining.

hoed Overp
’i 1.114:3

By

(Ilse!

T h e I? II in r

EAKS

Range

bait s

, I,

a new five-record set of Wagner’s
oDie Walkure," for RCA Victor
It may be doubted whether there’
is a more powerful female voice on
the operatic stage today than Miss

For an extreme contrast we can
icite Miss Sutherland’s new recording of Bellini’s "La Sonnambula,"
released by Angel Records.

SPAHGMI
All You

um,
Is capable 01 great ,
,ssis. pariaidarly in the
with the rapid, snappy effects ol
the banjo.

r I

In the past Wagner doesn’t
seem to have fared too well on
records. But Wagnerites can now
rejoice for an almost ideal recording of one of the Dec Miester’s
Especially notable on the album, greatest works is now available.
is the dolmas work of Peter Childs.
Credit must also be given to
The dobro, an acoustic steel guitar
popular in the mountains, is all too Eric Leinsdorf who conducts with
steady hand and is able to hanrarely heard on albums today. The
dle the orchestral climaxes Wagner is noted for.

or
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Friday. Mareh 15 19fs’

rd Reviews

arrested

ny Voting In
h Doll Contest
iy voting for the Scsti
will take place Thins:lay
iday in front of the cafe met bookstore,
halk singing group, the
3 will perform Monday.
25. between 2:30 and 4 p.m
ale winning candidate will
munced. The living group
sinsors the winning caniiiill win a trophs.
of the money made from
ltest will be for the sophis
-lass’s orphan.

quests
Jance

to the one for which they were
arrested.
The police stakeout had been
arranged after earlier false alarms
had been reported in the area
aroilnd the campus.
The trio wa., hooked at County
Jail and the $262.30 bail was posted at 3 a.m. Friday.
Dean of Students Stanley Benz
said no college action will Littaken until he has talked to the
three men. "When we get the
facts, the whole matter will probably come up to the judiciary,"
Dean Benz said.
"It’s unfortunate they could not
hall, 111,1 Vht .sif: a better way to
celebrate the victory without running
ot the law," Dean Benz
said.
Dean Benz was referring to an
.ntramural basketball victory.
According to Deputy District
Attorney Suzannah Walters, no
plea has been heard from the
trio
ASP Pies Bill Natick is expected to comment on the matter

Flight Simulator
Coritributions Are
Psych Profs Topic
Problems of predicting experiences in interplanetary flight by
use of simulators is the topic under
aissossion today when Dr Brant
Clark professor of psychology, lectures at 2:30 in C1-1235.
Dr. Clark will speak about the
psychological contribution with
- ’imitator experiments, devices that
reproduce in part some of the eftest, expected to be experienced
in space. He will also illustrate
-.me findings loan his research.
One devi,e.
sl,w rotation
r iims
ins space plat: ’rm. is
1,, note the signifisant aspects and consequences of
people living in a constantly so!atinc no ,rii ,ir ’.merry-ga-round."
Exia-rieni-es in World War II
is Oh tla
S
Naval School of
iS \titan -a,.
in Pensacola,
Fair. Ia. he..Mten,s1 Dr. Clark’s
nc "rn’ in ,o- isilagy’s contribU’1 .11 1,- i-0::111.n sal,.’y In 1951 and
1932 he served as head of the
Pssiliclogs Lat. in Pen -

. Carson Mountain Men. the
From aviarion. Dr Clark’s inIn Slingers and the AmeM- terests gradually esolved to space
ssociation of Fast Draw p a y i holog s. and interplanatary
flight Alons with publications and
ents interested in joining wrionss of his work and research,
slimmer troupe may call Dr. Clark is on the Editorial Adeekends at El Gato 4-7185. visors. Tioaril for Aerospace Medidress is 35 Spring St., Los cine, an international monthly
magazine

Curious’ Well, come out to the Straw Hot arid find out
what $.B. is( Soul/ flip your lid !straw hat bid, that 41.

This Week’s Special
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Sis .o:CLE JOHN’S PANCAKES COULD GET
.i..1-TNIK UP sC EARLY ././

Late/

S1.2.3

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE

THE FINEST

Uncl, John’s also serves luncheon and dinner favorites
starting at 11 A.M. until closing."
141’, S First St.
294.7716

347 So First St.
iNed to Fos Theater)

ALDEFE_CTIVE

International

CV 7-1136

Rf..lituranl

r,opicana Shopping Cell’s King and Story Roads
.MAW) 11.131111,1nnir ’f1111,711MMMri-_,_

swans tor wnat ne snows is mere
first being to listen to a talk given Lorre, who is simultaneously puris:about aiming It is impossible
Icy Edward Norris, 535 instructor sued by police and by underworld
It lake aim, point and fire in 34 in English, on the place for schol- leaders.
fI ints-ties of a second
arship in a fraternity man’s life.
Actor Alan Radel portrays a
Will, however, ran split a hid.
Secondly, to acquaint pledges stranger who brings to i4 glues it fired from 13 feet away, on
town
all
the
of
ingredients
a fanwith IFC rules and thirdly, to
a knife blade.
give the plmiges a chance to meet tastic. crime in "The St raneer left
The :137 magnum that Wall uses
No card."
each other.
is the second largest hand gun in
Admission
to
the
event
is
free
Coffee will be served. The meetirepower and recoil action on the
students arid I ft -11113
ing is open to any interested stu- to all ASP
, holder’s hand. The .44 magnum.
members.
dent.
loch ,boretimos requires two
oats to hold can penetrate an
’sine block with no fuss at all.
Dr. Putney To Talk
The .357 revolver is similar ti
Of Abortion Reforms
the pribee 38 revolver, only the
.357
Isbell is langer and carries a
Dr Snell Putney, assistant pro10 /WWI) 13 Fallico, professor earrespowlingly heavier charge.
fessor of sociology, will dismiss
tyin is satkIng for talented stui.
of philacophs-, atilt review his own
"thoughts on reasons for resist- hook,
"Art and Existentialism," at doors to stsark with him during
ance to abortion reform" at to- Wednesday afternoon’s book talk tho. s’illITtlet on all entertainment
morrow night’s meeting of the at 12.30 in rooms A and IS of the circuit.
( t liens’ Committee for Humane college cafeteria. The book deals
Singers, instrument players and
Abortion Laws, according to Pat with the guest for authentic’ ex- those with stage talent for a
Sfaginnis, president
istence
western -a tmosphere troupe are
All interested persons are inDr. F’allico received his PhD. in eligihle for Wall’s planned troupe
vited to attend the R pm meeting philosophy in 1940 at Northwestern
Walt is a member of several
at 417 S Eighth St.
n two no -it lona S.ICh
University. Lewiston and cineago si

4

Prof To Review
His Own Book

)N

-P1-.,1 by Bob Hall
:AUL STOOKEY
of the nationally -famed folk -song trio, Peter.
.1’1 asd Mary gates through a copy of LYKE magazine during
14"iew for the feature magarine’s spring issue which goes on
41 WrAnnsrla . The folk singing threesome are featured in the
tint issue for
me spring semester.

s

MICHAEL C. WALL, with deadly looking .357 magnum revolver
pointed at the camera, illustrates the stance and form of the
fastest gun alive. Wall has drawn his gun in 34 100 000 of a
socortd.
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STEREO SPECTACULAR

Friday, March 13. 1

Active Days
On Campus

Job Interviews -4eInterviews re now being hold in I
National Drug Co.
Set
Lading X, 303 $ Ninth St. between business administration and II
915 .m. and 4.15 p.m. Appointment
arts majors for manufact.
lists are put out in mit/once Shit:lefts
training program. Males on))
me requested to sign up oarly.ED.
eitizeriship required.
MONDAY:
Ai-- TU ENDA V :
California rill .king Corp.
issinting, business, economies or
Union Rank
Business an.
any major interested in a business eral arts majors for positions
training program in finance, ac- areas of banking. Males onlj
counting. office function and is citizenship required.
marketing training program and
Motorola Inc.
Electra-a
for sales position.
&rimers and physics majors
Edger t n, Genneshautwn &
senior scientist, microwave sys
Grier. lne.
Electrical engineers,
design & development, analog
and math and physics majists.
nal processing circuit design
Owens-Corning Fiberglas (and’
digital systems. Males only
Tuesday March 19. Mechanical,
citizenship required.
and industrial engineers, industhal
Montgomery Ward &
technologists and business adminketing. business. accounting o
istration and marketing majors for
ons mics. firumee (Sr any majo
manufacturing and or sales and
retail store and mail order
contract training program. Males
agement, store controller and
only and citizenship requited.
it managers. Males only.
Southern Pacific C’o.
Business
administration, engineering and
math majors and liberal arts with
math background students. "for
systems analysts and computer
programmers. Males only and citizenship required.

race relations

Ray Conniff Concert
At Civic Auditorium
shill the how to insure inaleeDie talent ot Raj Cootuff, hi’,
orchestra and chorus will return lion in the stage production.
Members of the audience will
again to present Concert in Stereo
in San Jose Civic Auditorium experience the sensation of witnessing an actual recording sesSaturday night at 8:30.
Conniff has established himself sion since this is the same way the
as one of thr top record album it-cording engineers in Hollywood
sellers in the nation. Selections and New York record the top artmill he featured from such albums ists of today.
Tickets are on sale at the San
as "Memories Are Made of This."
"Young at Heart." and "Concert in Jose Box Office.
Rhythm."

to

zine, has covered all topics in
sonality interview articles.
In the magazine’s 15-year
tory, such notables as Er
Caldwell. Mort Sahl. Alfred P
cock and Charles Shulz
graced Lyke’s pages. In pr

Especially installed for Conniff’s.
performance will he a $30,000
stereophonic sound system. This.
three channel stereo system utilizes a multiple set on the stage in,
order to separate the various sections of the orchestra and chorus..
Unusual lighting effects and
sound techniques contribute to the
presentation of the two hour concert allowing the audience to reeels...? full benefit of each number.
A complete crew of sound engineers and lighting technician; tray

TEXT OUTLINE:
get yourself a quick, has
guide to your text. Easy
understand and a gre

Leader of the Month

boost to grades.

Last month, our successful
colleague led this Agency in
sales. As a State Mutual specialist, he’s well equipped to
assist you in planning a sound
financial future through life
insurance.
PETER H. CHUNG
SAN JOSE AGENCY
2062 Forest Ave.
San Jose 12. California
Tel 292-4435

Barrens Education Serie,
Littlefield Adams Olin(
Monarch outline’s
Hymens outline Series
at th
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Bacon

A delicious charcoal broiled, choice, Spencer steak at’
wonderful for students. The Spencer steak is served
low price
with a crisp green salad with dressing and your choice of es*e

baked or french fried potatoes.

Also try our daily
chef! Full course $1.20.

cooed by a famous Europess

special,

9anteu4 old
Colony cteak ilowe

Corne in for breakfast this Sunday morning
Or Ham and 2 eggs, potatoes, toast and jelly for only 99,
(reg. $1.10)
Show ASB card for tisk special price 7.11 a.m. only

serving students for years
195 South First Street

521 W. Santa Clara

Open 24 hours

Dining

and

r."

COUP’.

eye, 25
--,0-. Ss i. -- .,,

I Male Roommate

st , t.

nr,s

roll lopped

STEAK

jilt

II ta

ISO

1111 a -tilt Frril

ItliloF,

It-li slit-.

tontatst pickle- anti onion’.

45c

TRY our

,;

heel

1 POW MI IIIground

Den 24 Hrs.
7 Days A Week

$1.35

.

DOWNTOWN
BOWL

Small banjo or Dixieland group: f
Apply ,f10 4
s --e
4
S 1,
Ride for 3 girls
, F

RANCHBURGER

35c a line after 6 p.m.

.

Service

IACCOS

3 lines $1 anytime

Dal:washer wanted or dinner
G.:* "-a ,eal. Call CI’ 7-9989.

Room

S

Student
Bowling

Male roommate frsr arr. 297 157f
2 th-s- -.--

per lel

friles

MOUTH WATERING STEAKS -THE WAY YOU LIKE ’EM
$1.25
SPECIALITY
OUR

at the

IT

WANTED

LY 3
’67 Vespa

at

San Jose Civic

RESTAURANT
AND DRIVE-IN

across from Librar

CLASSIFIEDS
’59 Fo-d

(Off ice.
PHI MU ALPHA SINFONIA:
The concert is free in Concert
Hall at 8:15.
--- -

Sat., Mar. 16

TEM’

Book Specialists

4th

375 W. Sante Clive St.

1,5

4th and St. James

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

CO 4 780C

PUISONAL

0-,

Suporflusra hair removed for [ifs
Nontelle, R.E. 210 So. 1st, 29444

FOR SALE

o’l-k

p’,0’,.

oeis
Typ," ter

204."751

r,-10
Cs. 75:45?

53 Stude

Go-o

SS

SERVICES
5:30

Auto insurance for students. Phone 24t2421. Chet Bailey Ins. 3e5 So. Monroe
Street.

"1

100 wedding invitations. St 1.95. One ir
-sold. free AL 2.9191 day-nit..

58 A

,d1 A

.7

A
-

FOR RENT
Approved no

l CY 4

""0

SO

-1,5

-ye

4’41,
or.

SJS.

,77
turn

I

dr."

I

N r.

.

4P.

4,4.

for housework
P V 714 2172

T ming: per page -,:
’2 lii

s

i0r

-’
$22

LES LICENCIES/les
A ,
donne," so roup de telerins.rne
AL COPRAL.

err

-ono On

Pl..-,

CLASSIFIED
254 lino
Nii
20s
2

’r

NOW SEE AND HEAR THIS GREAT ORCHESTRA
CHORUS IN PERSON - PRESENTED WITH THE AND
Ate
OF A SPECIALLY INSTALLED 530.000 00 STEREO
SOUND SYSTEM.
TICKETS 4.50 .! 25 1 25
8:30
Son Jose Bon Office, Ste. Claire Hefei
Aud,
Phone CY 508B8 For Infer/min

Roberts’
Book Co.

Mouind.,te,Is

I

IT’S LIKE EATING HOME COOKED FOOD

-

and many more
complete booksfor.

WATERCOLORS: Also sculptures by Barye at the Campus:
Art Gallery, free to the public
for three weeks.
Tuesday Evening:
CONCERT OF THE STARS: I
of entertainers at Civic’
Off i,
Auditorium starting at 8:30.1
Tickets are at San Jose Box

’CONCERT

Drive-in

STATE
MUTUAL
OF AMERICA

FOR SALE

Tomorrow Evening:
ItAY CONNIFF: A one-night I
show at .Civic Auditorium start
ing at 8:30. Tickets are at S..’.
Jose Box Office,
FLAMENCO GUITARIST
Continuing at the Folk Theater,
.it N.
THELLO": Continuing at
,-C::
1,,,da
NiontgomeryTheater at 8.

RAY CONNIFF
.
. orchostra ieader

nuts," Lyke, campus feature n

Peter Ditun::. Special Agent

Sick like from

,

RAY CONNIFF

Union Carbide Co. - - Busine
any interested majors and els
cal engineers for sales of coast
products, anti -freeze anil r
tants.

From

gut it 8.:l0 pa.
the Fine Arts,
hg
lege, which is formed’:
31001-Park Asenur

Stephen Vincent Ikuset’s
Devil and Daniel Webster," and.
Edward Attire’s The American
Dream," will be presented by the
Drama !apartment of San J, ,se
City Colk.ge Wednesday. Thursday, and Friday niehts in ro-im

Tonight:
6
Trprrs- "Band
11
There will be ni, admission illab9.1.14Yr.:’asmeaa,tingMale’:":.
I .ATSII1 A W
in Glove" is an adult spoof ludsi charge to the event which M ill be’ ILLItpf.T.
in the College Theater at 11:15
Cost is 75 cents.
ALMA TRIO: Performing in
..,ncert Hall at 8:15, the ensemble will feature Chamber Music. Students are five. pult.
$1.50.
LIVE! ON STAGE! IN PERSON!
"OTIIELLO": Presented lo
Theater Guild in Iklon’
the
gomery Theater at N. Student
rates are $1.25. public $2.
YOUTH SYMPHONY: StartN,
HIS ORCHESTRA AND
ing at 7 30 in Civic Auditorium
the performance will be free 1-lCHORUS AND
evet) line.
FLAMENCO GUITARIST: An
evening with Edward Ellison all
the Folk Theater, 970 S. First
St. There is a cover charge of sl

No SubjE
In Lyke I

CARS AVAILABLE
To Be Driven To
Oregon and Florida
Cali 294-4243

SJCC Sets Two Plays Next Week

Calndar

RATES:
reit insortion
sucsimiding iroartiosi
line minimum

TO PLACE AN AD:
Cell at Student Affairs Office
Room lb, Towm H411, sr
Ssnd in Handy Ord’, Blank
with Check or Money Ordor.
No Phon Ordrs
_

at \t’ifr’,’ tI ill i.
nriloininv. the Eni...o
if Hawaii or liying in
ment
;it the new NA’ailak
which furnishes
j. ’
11141
flail, hotel ser:ices, including
trai;-1 ser..ire
The $31/9 tour prier ineluries
rioneltrup pt tvetwoen the West
,.ast
and II
.flE.T an
is.
moda t
’ .1- ".". ni Lth ts
,.! e!le,1,1r
and n mo- .1 .
M.:. of many dinners n
r ri Si’

liberal arts majors to put what you know to work. Plus some unique advantages: immediate responsibility, rapid advancement, and an atmosphere you can grow in. We’ll
have to be honest about the odds, though. If you qualify for a job with the Bell System
(and the odds are just 1 in 7 you will , we’ll give you every chance for a top carepr.
We’re looking for the heads-up man. Openings in the following Bell System Companies:
F.

er
r-ornin."

.s..
with the afterninei and
....emits left free for sun and
! in :it Waikiki and other areas.
M,mb,t,hip is still open for
ramp.,

1

I,, .., I
IIrt

rain
, Lit 1 7
telepter

riL041 30. 1.4,19’4A

WESTERN
1

I i_ulPHONL ,,,L) 1

ELECTRIC

’

Tx) Pacific Telephone
n’. EQUAL OPPOi

EMPLCIiiR

SANDIA

CORPORATION
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